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Abstract 

A mathematical analysis has been carried out for some nonlinear reaction

diffusion equations on open bounded convex domains n c JRd(d ::; 3) with 

Robin boundary conditions. Existence, uniqueness and continuous depen

dence on initial data of weak and strong solutions are proved. 

A numerical analysis has also been undertaken for these nonlinear reaction

diffusion equations on the above domains. A fully practical piecewise linear 

finite element approximation is proposed for which existence and unique

ness of the numerical solution are proved. Semi-discrete and fully discrete 

error estimates are given. A practical algorithm for computing the numeri

cal solution is given and its convergence is proved. Finally, some numerical 

simulations in one-dimensional space are exhibited. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Reaction diffusion systems, which are systems of nonlinear parabolic par-

tial differential equations, have been the subject of active research for many 

years. These systems have numerous applications in physics, chemistry, ecol-

ogy, biology, and other disciplines. For a review of the theory and applications 

of reaction-diffusion systems see Britton (1986), Fife (1979), Murray (1993), 

Smoller (1983), and Volpert et al. (1994). 

For instance, a system of reaction-diffusion equations mapping a vector 

function u(x, t) = (ul(x, t), ... ) Um(X, t)) from Or:= n X (0, T), T > 0 into 

lRm can be considered in the following general form: 

ou 
&t - D!:lu + g(u, x) = 0 in Or, (1.1.1) 

supplemented by initial and boundary conditions, where n c JRd, d = 1, 2, 3, 

is a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary an. Here, !:l is the Laplace 
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operator, D =diag(d1 , • · ·, dm), di > 0 is the diagonal matrix of diffusion 

coefficients, and g = (g1 , ···,gm) accounts for the reaction terms. 

In this thesis, we consider the scalar reaction-diffusion equation: 

au at - d6.u + g(u, x) = 0 in nr, (1.1.2) 

where d > 0 is given. The nonlinear reaction term g is a C 1 function and 

satisfies the following growth condition: 

(1.1.3) 

where a, p E lR and C > 0. One example of such a function g ( u) is an 

odd degree polynomial (see Section 3.2). Together with the above form we 

include the following initial and Robin boundary conditions: 

u(x, 0) = u0 (x), x E n, (1.1.4) 

au 
an + {3u = 0 on I: ' (1.1.5) 

where E := an X (0, T). Here, n is the outer unit normal to the boundary 

an of n and {3 is a positive constant (later we shall see that the positivity of 

{3 is required to guarantee coercivity of the spatial operator associated with 

the weak form). It is well known that Dirichlet and Neumann boundary 

conditions correspond to two extreme cases, namely "{3 = oo" and "{3 = 0", 
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respectively (see, e.g., Daners (2000), p.4207). Although the elliptic bound-

ary value problem with Robin boundary conditions introduced some time 

ago by Maz'ya (1981), It was, at that time, not very well known that such a 

problem could be characterized as a variational problem in a Hilbert space. 

However, Showalter (1985) showed that elliptic boundary value problems 

with Robin conditions have interpretations as weak formulations in Hilbert 

spaces. 

There are many reasons behind the importance of the reaction-diffusion 

systems with Robin conditions which are to be studied. Although reaction-

diffusion systems with Dirichlet and N eumann boundary conditions have 

been extensively studied, very little work has been done for Robin boundary 

conditions. Sherratt (2004) considers the system of "oscillatory" reaction

diffusion equations can be interpreted in the context of ecological applications 

where the Dirichlet condition is often used as a simple approximation to a 

more realistic Robin condition1
. An example of this system combining the 

properties of equations (1.1.1) and (1.1.3)-(1.1.5) is the standard predator-

prey equations, which can be represented by the standard Hopf normal form: 

au 2) ( 2 at =flu+ (1- T U- Wo- WtT )v 1 (1.1.6) 

~ 2 2 at = flv + (wo- WIT )u + (1- T )v 1 (1.1. 7) 

1This more realistic boundary condition gives rise to periodic travelling moving away 
from the boundary (see Sherratt (2004), pp.2-4). 
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with r 2 = u2 + v2
, wi > 0, and the Robin boundary condition: 

au 
an+ J-LU = 0 and 

av 
an+ J-LV = 0' (1.1.8) 

where J-l is a positive parameter. This realistic boundary condition implies 

that the flux au; an and av 1 an out of the domain is proportional to the 

density of u and v rather than a zero flux condition. 

Another example combining the properties of equations (1.1.2) and (1.1.3)

(1.1.5) is the Ginzburg-Landau equation, which has the form: 

au 2 at -1.6.u+u(u -1)=0, (1.1.9) 

where u E lR and 1 > 0 . This equation arises in the study of superconductiv-

ity of liquids (see Smoller (1983), p.210, and the references therein). There 

are also other examples of reaction-diffusion systems that satisfy the prop-

erties of equations (1.1.1)-(1.1.5) such as the Fitz-Hugh Nagumo equations. 

The system of the Fitz-H ugh N agumo equations is as follows: 

(1.1.10) 

(1.1.11) 

where u = (u1, u 2 ) E lR x R Here di, <5, 1 > are positive constants and 

f(u1) = -u1(u1 - a)(u1 - 1) where 0 < a < 1/2. This system is intended 
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to describe signal transmission across axons (see, e.g., Smoller (1983), p.209, 

and Temam (1997), p.99-100). Note that in the previous examples we have 

that g ( u) is an odd degree polynomial. 

This thesis can be viewed as a first step towards developing a framework 

for analyzing parabolic problems with Robin boundary conditions. It focuses 

mainly on a classical mathematical and numerical analysis of the following 

system: 
au 
at - .6.u + g(u) = 0 (1.1.12) 

with initial and Robin boundary conditions 

u(·, 0) = uo(·), (1.1.13) 

au 
an+ (3u = 0 on I:, (1.1.14) 

which we repeat here for clarity. Moreover, some numerical experiments are 

presented. To our knowledge there have been no studies of the numerical 

analysis of the system (1.1.12)-(1.1.14). FUrthermore, the thesis includes two 

important results that are related to our work on reaction diffusion prob-

lems with Robin boundary conditions. The first result is the spectral the-

ory of Robin boundary value problems shown in Chapter 2, which to our 

knowledge has not been documented elsewhere. However, there are similar 

results of spectral theories that consider Dirichlet and Neumann boundary 

value problems (see, e.g., Thomee and Larsson (1999), p.71, Robinson (2001), 
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p.163, Garvie (2003), p.138). The second result is the regularity of the scalar 

Robin boundary value problem shown in Chapter 4. Although elliptic eigen-

value problems with Robin conditions have been studied in Dancer and Dan-

ers (1994), (1997), Daners (2000), and Showalter (1985), the regularity of the 

solution has not appeared. 

We now give a brief description for each chapter of this thesis. Each of 

these descriptions is followed by the methodology that has been used. 

In Chapter 2 we discuss the spectral theory of Robin boundary value prob

lems. We show that there is an orthonormal basis for L2 (0) and an orthogo

nal basis for H 1 ( 0,) consisting of eigenfunctions of the operator A = - .6. + I 

with Robin boundary conditions. This was achieved using the Hilbert-

Schmidt theorem (see, e.g., Robinson (2001)). 

In Chapter 3 we prove the existence and uniqueness of a weak solution for 

the system (1.1.12)-(1.1.14) using the Faedo-Galerkin method of Lions (1969) 

and the Alaoglu compactness theorem (see, e.g., Robinson (2001)). The basic 

idea is to reduce the infinite dimensional dynamical system to a finite dimen-

sional one using a truncated eigenfunction expansion. Then we deduce from 

the finite weak form of the reaction-diffusion equation the local existence 2 

(and uniqueness) of solutions using the Picard's existence theorem (see The-

2Picard's existence theorem gives local existence of the approximated solution uk on 
the finite time interval (0, tk), tk > 0. This relies on the local Lipschitz of the nonlinear 
term in the system of ODEs. 
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orem A.0.13). We also deduce global existence 3 , uniqueness, and continuous 

dependence of weak solutions on the initial data in H = L2 (D). These results 

can be obtained by using the Alaoglu compactness theorem and some energy 

estimates. 

In Chapter 4, in the first section, we study a regularity result for the 

Robin boundary value problem using the methodology of Grisvard (1985). 

In the second section, we prove the existence, uniqueness, and continuous 

dependence of strong solutions on the initial data in V ----: H 1(D). These 

results can be obtained by regularity estimates (introduced in Chapter 3) 

and using low regularity of the initial data. 

In Chapter 5, we describe some technical tools necessary for analysis in 

this chapter and Chapter 6. Then we discretise the system (1.1.12)-(1.1.14) 

in space using the finite element method to present the semi-discrete finite 

element approximation. Then we prove the existence and uniqueness of the 

semi-discrete approximations. Finally, an error bound between the semi-

discrete and continuous solutions is given. This was achieved using the finite 

element method (see, e.g., Ciarlet (1978)) with piecewise linear basis func-

tions and some assumptions on the partitioning of D. 

In Chapter 6 we discretise the system (1.1.12)-(1.1.14) in space using the 

finite element method and discretise in time using backward Euler method 

3If the solutions uk are uniformly (independently of k) bounded w.r.t. some norm, then 
we have global existence of ·uk . 
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to present the fully discrete finite element approximation. Then we prove the 

existence and uniqueness of the fully discrete approximations. Finally, an 

error bound between the fully discrete and continuous solutions is given. The 

basic idea is to discretise the system (1.1.12)-(1.1.14) in time using backward 

Euler method and to use the results of Chapter 5 in order to achieve the fully 

discrete finite element approximation and its error bound. 

In Chapter 7 we describe an algorithm for computing the numerical solu

tion. Some numerical experiments are performed and discussed in one space 

dimension. 
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Chapter 2 

Spectral Theorem 

In this chapter we first introduce some notation and definitions. Then we 

consider the Robin eigenvalue problem inn-dimensional space. We show that 

an infinite set of eigenfunctions of this problem can form a basis for some 

Hilbert spaces, namely, there is a basis for the space H 1 (0.) consisting of 

eigenfunctions of the operator A= -~+I with Robin boundary conditions. 

Now, we spend some time presenting notation and definitions needed for 

this chapter: 

Let V be a vector space with real scalars. If ( ·, ·) is a scalar product on 

V, then the space V is said to be complete with respect to the corresponding 
I 

norm 11 · 11 v = ( ·, ·) 2 if every Cauchy sequence {vi} in V converges to some 

v E V. Let (V,(·,·)) be an inner product space. If the associated normed 

space (V, 11 · 11) is complete, then (V, ( ·, ·)) is called a Hilbert space. 
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Let v be a function v : JRn -----+ R We define its partial derivatives of order 

lad as follows: 
n 

where o: is a multi-index, o: = (o:1 , · · ·, o:n), and o:i are non-negative integers. 

We define the Hilbert spaces Hk(O), for a non-negative integer k, as fol-

lows: 

(2.2.1) 

equipped with the scalar product and the corresponding norm: 

(2.2.2) 

(2.2.3) 

respectively, where we sum over all multi-indices o: with lo:l :::; k. Note that 

in the literature, Hk(O) is often denoted by Wk· 2 (0), and if additionally 

k = 0, W 0•2 (0) _ H 0 (0) _ £ 2 (0.), which is a Hilbert space. The space 

£ 2 (0.) consists of functions defined on n that are square integrable with 

respect to the Lebesgue measure, i.e. 
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see, e.g., Halmos (1950) for the concept of Lebesgue measure. 

A bilinear functional a(·, ·) on V is a function a : V x V -----+ lR such that 

for all u,v,w E V and A,f-L E IR, 

a(>.u + f-LV, w) = >.a(u, w) + f-ta(v, w), (2.2.4) 

a(u, >.v + f-LW) = >.a(u, v) + f-La(u, w). (2.2.5) 

The bilinear functional a(·, ·) is said to be symmetric if 

a(u, v) = a(v, u) Vu,v E V, (2.2.6) 

and a(-, ·) is, on a Hilbert space V with norm 11 · 11 v, said to be coercive if 

there is a positive constant o: such that 

a(v, v) ~ o:llvll~ Vv E V. (2.2.7) 

We shall denote by ( ·, ·) the duality pairing between a Banach space X and 

its dual X'. In this chapter, (·, ·) will represent the duality pairing between 

(H1(0)]' and H 1(0). 

Finally, we recall the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality: 

l(u, v)l ~ llullvllllvllv for u,v E V. (2.2.8) 

11 



Now, let n be a bounded domain in IRn with Lipschitz boundary an. We 

here try to show that, for Lipschitz boundary an, an infinite set of eigenfunc

tions { zi}~1 of the Robin eigenvalue problem can form an orthogonal basis 

for the Hilbert space V = H 1 (n) and an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert 

space H = L 2 (n). 

Consider the Robin eigenvalue problem: 

(2.2.9) 

azi 
an + f3zi = 0 a.e. on an' (2.2.10) 

where f3 > 0. Equation (2.2.9) may be written in the form: 

a.e. 111 n, Zi =/= 0, (2.2.11) 

where A= -~+I is a linear operator. Now consider the elliptic boundary 

value problem with Robin boundary condition: 

Au = f a.e. in n, f E V' , (2.2.12) 

au 
an + f3u = 0 a.e. on an, f3 > 0 ' (2.2.13) 
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where u E V. Note that considering problem (2.2.12)-(2.2.13) gives us some 

foundations for the full reaction-diffusion problem of the next chapter. In 

fact, we will use the orthogonal basis in this chapter to construct the Galerkin 

approximations for the full reaction-diffusion problem. This is known as the 

Faedo-Galerkin method (see Chapter 3). 

Now, multiplying equation (2.2.12) by a function v (say v E H 1 (n)) and 

using the application of Green's identity (Theorem A.0.5), recalling the ho

mogeneous Robin boundary conditions, we rewrite (2.2.12)-(2.2.13) in weak 

form as follows: 

Find u E V such that 

a(u, v) = {Vu· \i'vdx + { uvdx + (3 { uvdCJ ln ln lan (2.2.14) 

= (f,v), V E V. 

Here, CJ is the ( d- 1 )-dimensional Hausdorff measure restricted to an which 

coincides with the usual surface measure if an is smooth. 

We recall the well-known results of the Hilbert spaces 

V~H=H'<-----+V', 

where each space is dense in the following one; '<------+' denotes continuous in

jection (see Temam (1997), p.55), '~'denotes compact injection (where the 
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possible compactness of the injections depend on the dimension of n (see 

Theorem A.0.8)), and the identity of Hand its dual H' is due to the Riesz 

Representation Theorem (Theorem A.0.1). We observe that 

(f,v) = (J,v), Vf EH, Vv E V, 

where (!, v) denotes the pairing between f E H and v E V. Thus we re-

express (2.2.14) as 

Given f E V', 

find u E V, such that 

a(u,v) = (Au,v) = (f,v) for all v E V. (2.2.15) 

We will now show that equation (2.2.15) satisfies the conditions of the Lax

Milgram lemma (Theorem A.0.2) with V= H 1(D), so that this equation has 

a unique solution in V, thus the inverse of operator A is a linear operator 

and we define 

(2.2.16) 

We first verify that the bilinear form: 

a(u, v) = {Vu· Vvdx + { uvdx + {3 { uvda, ln ln lan 

is bounded. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (2.2.8), it follows that 

ia(u, v)l :::; Clllullvllvllv + {3 { luvlda, lan 
14 



is bounded since the first term on the right-hand side is obviously bounded 

with respect to the V-norm and the second term, which is the boundary in

tegral, is also bounded. In fact, the boundedness of the boundary integral is 

assured by the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.2.1 Suppose that 0, has a Lipschitz boundary 80, and that 

pis a real number 1 :::; p:::; oo. Then there is a constant, C, such that 

Proof. See Brenner and Scott, pp.36-39. 

Note that this theorem is compatible with the trace embedding theo

rems (Theorem A.0.9) since we have that p = 2 and llviiP(n) :::; Cllvllwi.z(n), 

so it gives 

llviiL2(an) :::; C llvll~~n) llviiU;,z(n) 

:::; Cllvllwl,z(n) Vv E W 1
•
2 (0), 

where W 1
•
2 (0) = H 1(0) = V in our case. Again by Cauchy-Schwarz in

equality we also have that 

I(!, v) I :::; II!IIV' llvllv. 
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Finally, it remains to verify the coercivity condition of a(·, ·). Recall that 

a(·, ·) is a bilinear form and 

Since (3 { v2da 2 0 we can omit this term to get 
lao. 

a(v, v) 2 llvll~, 

Le. a(v, v) is coercive. Thus equation (2.2.15) has a unique solution u = 

Now, we want to show that A- 1 is a self-adjoint bounded and compact 

operator from H to H so that we can apply the Hilbert-Schmidt theorem 

(Theorem A.0.3). Since the bilinear form a(.,.) is continuous on V we can 

associate with a(.,.) a linear continuous operator A from V into V', i.e. 

A E L(V, V'), such that 

a(u,v) = (Au,v) Vu,v E V, (2.2.17) 
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where Au = f E V'. Hence, by the Riesz Representation theorem (Theo

rem A.0.1) we have 

II!IIV' = llullv. (2.2.18) 

Recall that H ~ V' so for f E H this leads to 

llfllv' ::; CIIJIIH, (2.2.19) 

for some constant C. Thus for f EH from (2.2.18) and (2.2.19) we have 

llullv::; CIIJIIH or IIA- 1 fllv ::; CIIJIIH , 

i.e. A- 1 is a bounded operator from H to V. Now, by the above assump

tion or by "Kondrasov embedding theorems" (Theorem A.0.8) we have the 

following compact injection map: 

c 
v~H, 

and so A- 1 is a bounded compact operator from H to H. 

To show that A -I is a self-adjoint operator, let 

ou 
D(A) = { u E VI on + {Ju = 0 on an} 

be the domain of the operator A. Note that A is symmetric due to 

(Au, v) = a(u, v) = a(v, u) = (Av, u). (2.2.20) 

17 



Since (Au,v) = (f,v) = (f,v) for all v E V, f EH, the symmetry condition 

for A becomes 

(Au,v) = (u,Av) Vu,v E V, Au,Av EH, (2.2.21) 

where (., .) is the inner product on H. We have to be a little careful as A is 

an unbounded operator and the domain of an unbounded operator becomes 

an integral part of the definition of the operator. However, D(A) = V is 

dense in H and hence equation (2.2.21) is valid (see Renardy and Rogers 

(1993), p.253). Now let Au = x, Av = y for all x, yE H, then 

Vx,y EH. (2.2.22) 

Thus A- 1 is self-adjoint. We now apply the Hilbert-Schmidt theorem (The

orem A.0.3) with L := A-1 , noting that 

(2.2.23) 

thus the J-Li 1 are real and we have the infinite sequence 

(2.2.24) 

where the eigenfunctions zi form an orthonormal basis for the whole of H 

and an orthogonal basis for V. To show this we recall the result that if H 
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is a Hilbert space, then a subspace .A1 of H is dense if and only if !vi j_ = 

{0}, (see Renardy and Rogers (1993), Corollary 6.27, p. 186). Now take 

M :=span{zi}~ 1 c V c H and as V is dense in H we have Vl_ = {0}, 

which implies M_i = {0} (with respect to H), which implies M is dense in 

H, i.e. { zi}~ 1 is an orthonormal basis for the whole of H, 

(2.2.25) 

Also, from the weak form of the eigenvalue problem (2.2.9)-(2.2.10) we have 

(2.2.26) 

that is the zi are an orthogonal basis for V. From equations (2.2.25) and 

(2.2.26) we obtain 

(2.2.27) 

This result is useful and is to be used in next chapter. 

We summarise this chapter in the following theorem: 

Theorem 2.2.2. (Spectral theorem) 

There is a basis of V = H 1 (fJ) consisting of eigenfunctions of the operator 

A = -~ + I with Robin boundary conditions. These eigenfunctions are 
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linearly independent elements of V. 
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Chapter 3 

Weak Solutions 

This chapter is divided into four sections. In Section 3.1 we introduce basic 

notation of Sobolev spaces and time-dependent Sobolev spaces. We consider 

the reaction-diffusion system that was introduced in Chapter 1. At the end of 

Section 3.1 we will give a statement of the main theorem of this chapter; this 

statement shows that there exists a unique weak solution for the reaction

diffusion system considered. In Section 3.2 and Section 3.3 we prove local 

existence and global existence of the weak solutions for weak formulations, 

using passage to the limit of the Galerkin approximations. Finally, in Sec

tion 3.4, the uniqueness is proven and the continuity of a solution is showed. 

Section 3.1: Notation and main result 

Let 0 c JRd be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Throughout this Thesis we 

denote X' to be the dual space of a Banach space X. The Sobolev space 

notation wm·P(fl)(m E N,p E [1, oo]) is adopted along with associated norms 
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and semi-norms defined by 

respectively. We recall some well-known results of Sobolev spaces (see The-

orem A.0.6). For p = 2, wm,p(n) will be denoted by Hm(n) with the asso-

ciated norm and semi-norm written as 11 · llm and I · lm, respectively. 

We also define function spaces depending on space and time. Let X be 

a Banach space, then the space of continuous functions from (0, T) into X, 

C 0 (0, T; X), consists of those u(t) : (0, T) ---+ X such that u(t) ---+ u(t0 ) in 

X as t ---+ t0 . Let £P(O, T; X) be the Banach spaces that consist of all those 

functions u(t) : (0, T) ---+X such that t---+ llu(t)llx is in £P(O, T), with norm 

( 

T ) 1/p 

lluiiLP(O,T;X) := fo11u(t) ~~~dt 

llullv""(O,T;X) := esssup llu(t)llx 
tE(O,T) 

for 1 ~ p < oo, 

if p = 00 0 

Note that C 0 (0, T; X) is dense in £P(O, T; X) with respect to the norm 11· IILP(O,T;X) 0 

In addition if, for example X= £P(n), then we can write £P(S1r) = LP(O, T; £P(n)). 

We recall some well-known results of these time-dependent Sobolev spaces 
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(see Theorem A.O.ll). We shall also need to use C~(O, T; X), the space of 

infinitely differentiable functions from (0, T) into X, with compact support 

in (0, T). This space is also dense in V(O, T; X) with respect to the norm 

11. IILP(O,r;X)· 

We now consider the reaction-diffusion equation 

8u ot -Llu+g(u)=O m Or, (3.1.1) 

where Or := n X (0, T), T > 0, with initial and Robin boundary conditions 

u(·, 0) = uo(·), (3.1.2) 

8u 
8n + (3u = 0 on L;, (3.1.3) 

where (3 > 0 and L; :=an X (0, T). For later use we recall Young's inequality 

in the form 

valid for any c > 0, a, b ;::: 0 and m, n > 1. 

1 1 
-+-=1, 
m n 

(3.1.4) 

We define H := L2 (0.) and V:= H 1(0.) so V'= (H1 (0.))'. Now, we state 

the main theorem of this chapter: 
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Theorem 3.1.1. Let n c JRd be an open and bounded convex domain4 . 

Let the function g satisfies the assumption (1.1.3), u0 E H, and f3 > 0, 

then the reaction-diffusion system (3.1.1)-(3.1.3) possesses at least one weak 

solution u satisfying 

and the equation (3.1.1) holds as equality in Lq(O, T; V'), where s > 1 and 

q is the conjugate of 2s (i.e. is + ~ = 1). Furthermore, the weak solution is 

unique and the map 

uo(·) ~ u(·, t), 

is continuous on H. 

Proof. We will prove this theorem using the Faedo-Galerkin method 

of Lions (see Lions (1969)) and the Alaoglu compactness theorem (Theo

rem A.0.12). We separate the proof into three parts: local existence of the 

Galerkin approximations, global existence of the Galerkin approximations, 

and uniqueness and continuity of the weak solution u in H. 

4Recall that an open and bounded convex domain has a Lipschitz continuous boundary 
(see Grisvard (1985), Corollary 1.2.2.3). 
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Section 3.2: Local existence of the Galerkin 

approximations 

In this section we will seek the local existence of the Galerkin approximations 

for the reaction-diffusion system (3.1.1)-(3.1.3). We will require that g(x) be 

an odd degree polynomial 

2s-1 

g(x) = L bixi 
j=O 

\::lx E lR, (3.2.1) 

with a positive leading coefficient, i.e. b28 _ 1 > 0. For any function g given 

by (3.2.1), there exists a constant C > 0 such as 

2s-2 

'""'bJ·xi+l 1 b I 12s C L.....t ::; 2 2s-l X + , 
j=O 

(see Temam (1997), pages 84-85, Robinson (2001), page 213). 

We now multiply equation (3.1.1) by a function v and using the applica

tion of Green's identity (Theorem A.0.5) and recalling equation (3.1.3) we 

rewrite (3.1.1)-(3.1.3) in weak form as follows: 

(P) Find u E V= H 1(rl) such that u(·, 0) = u0 (·) and for almost every 

t E (O,T) 

( ~~, v) +(Vu, \7v) + {3lan uvda +In g(u)vdx = 0 \::lv E V. (3.2.2) 
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Now, set vk :=span{zi}f=l c V. Note that the Zi is an infinite set of 

eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue problem (2.2.9)-(2.2.10) where 

f-il :S: {t2 :S: · · · :S: f-ik :S: · · · with lim f-ii = oo 
t-->00 

is an infinite set of corresponding eigenvalues (see the proof of Theorem 2.2). 

We seek a finite dimensional weak form corresponding to (P) : 

(Pk) Find uk E Vk such that uk(·, 0) = u~(·) and for almost every t E 

(0, T) 

( a~k, vk) + (Vuk, Vvk) + (3 lao. ukvkdCJ +in g(uk)vkdx = 0 '1/vk E Vk, 

(3.2.3) 

where u~ is given, and defined by (3.2.9) later. 

We introduce pk : H ---t Vk, defined to be the orthogonal projection from 

H onto Vk, which satisfies 

(3.2.4) 

This definition clearly makes sense for elements of V C H. We spend some 

time analyzing properties of pk as these properties are repeatedly needed in 

this chapter and the next chapters. 
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Lemma 3.2.1. For any u E V we have 

(3.2.5) 

Proof. Take V= pku E vk in (3.2.4), we obtain 

after applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Thus dividing both sides of 

this inequality by IIPkullo gives the desired result. D 

We know from the proof of Theorem 2.2 that { zi}~1 is an orthonormal 

basis for H where 

Thus we can write u E H as 

00 

u = L(u, zi)zi, 
i=l 

see, e.g., Kreyszig (1978), Section 3.5. We also need the following lemma, 

which will be needed for proving the next lemma, 

Lemma 3.2.2. For any u E V we have 

(3.2.6) 
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Proof. As u E V C H we have 

and hence 

Thus 

after noting that 

k 

Pku = 2.)u, zi)zi, 
i=l 

k 

V(Pku) = L(u, zi)Vzi. 
i=l 

k k 

= L L(u, z1)(u, zi)(Vzi, Vz1) 
j=l i=l 

k k 

:s; L L(u, Zj)(u, zi)(J.ti- l)bij 
j=l i=l 

k 

= L(u, z1)(u, z1)(J.t1 - 1) 
j=l 

k 

= L(u, z1)(Vu, Vz1) 

j=l 
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which is deduced from equations (2.2.25) and (2.2.26) in the previous chapter, 

and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Thus dividing both sides of the 

above inequality by IIV(Pku) llo gives 

as desired. 0 

We now require the following lemma for the work that follows: 

Lemma 3.2.3. Let u E V. Then 

(3.2.7) 

Proof. Squaring and combining the inequalities (3.2.5) and (3.2.6) gives 

the desired result. D 

Now, we will show the existence and uniqueness of local solutions of prob-

lem (Pk). We write uk as a Galerkin approximation: 

k 

uk(·, t) = L:aik(t)zi(·), (3.2.8) 
i=l 
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and set vk = ZJ for j = 1, ···,kin the finite dimensional weak form (3.2.3), 

where aik ( t) = ( uk, zi). This will give a system of k 0 DEs for aik ( t). Then 

we deduce the existence and uniqueness of local solutions by using the local 

existence theorem (Theorem A.0.13). 

For the initial approximations we take 

(3.2.9) 

Note that the argument for convergence, in Lemma 3.2.1, is the same for H. 

Thus we have the strong convergence in H of the initial approximations to 

the initial data, that is 

u~ -t u0 m H as k - oo . (3.2.10) 

With the above setup the substitution of uk into the finite dimensional weak 

form (3.2.3) leads to 

for j = 1, ... , k. 

After recalling equations (2.2.25) and (2.2.27) from the previous chapter 

we obtain an initial value problem for a system of k ODEs in the components 
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(302011) 

where a1k(O) = (u0 , z1), j = 1, 0 0 0, ko We could also write this equation as 

(302012) 

k 

where -.6.uk = 2~)/-Lj - 1)z1a1ko Here uk is the composite function given 
j=l 

in terms of the components by equation (30208)0 We can also write equa-

tion (302012) in the form 

(302013) 

where A = -.6. is a linear operator. In fact, the advantage of equation (302012) 

or (302013) is to derive the estimates that follow in the next chapter. 

We now need to show that the nonlinearity on the right-hand side of 

the system of ODEs is, in fact, locally Lipschitzo If this holds, from the 

local existence theorem (Theorem Ao0o13), it follows that the system of 

the k ODEs (302011) has a unique solution uk on some finite time inter

val (0, tk), tk > 00 We recall that g(x) is an odd degree polynomial and deal 

with it as follows 

2s-1 2s-1 

lg(u)- g(v)l L biui - L bivi 
i=O i=O 
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2s-1 

L bi(ui- vi) 
i=1 

2s-1 i-1 

L bi(u- v) L ui-1-kvk (3.2.14) 
i=1 k=O 

i-1 

We shall now apply the Cauchy's inequality to the term L ui- 1-kvk to get 
k=O 

= (I: u2k) 1/2 (I: v2k) 1/2 

k=O k=O 

(3.2.15) 

since u 2k, v2
k ~ 05 . Substituting (3.2.15) in (3.2.14) yields 

lg(u)- g(v)l ~ (~ lb;l (~ u') (~ v')) lu- vi 

( 

2) 1/2 ( 2) 1/2 ~ ~ lb;l (~u') ~ lb;l (~v') iu-vl 

5Recall the elementary result, (a+ b)P::; aP +bP, a, b?: O,p < 1. 
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S max{lb;l} (~ ~ u') (~ ~ v') lu- vi 

:S: max{lbil} C (1 + lluii~~=D (1 + llvii~~=D lu- vi 

:::; C(u, v) lu- vi , (3.2.16) 

where C ( u, v) is the Lipschitz constant of the function g. 

Section 3.3: Global existence of the Galerkin 

approximations 

In this section we shall show that the solutions are bounded in time and 

that uniform bounds on uk (independently of k) hold in various Banach 

spaces. We now set vk = Zj, for j = 1, ... , k, in the finite dimensional weak 

form (3.2.3). Recall equation (3.2.8), multiply equation (3.2.3) by aJk and 

sum from j = 1, · · ·, k. This is equivalent to taking vk = uk in the finite 

dimensional weak form (3.2.3), yielding 

(3.3.1) 

and hence 
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Note that the third term on the left-hand side of this equation is the bound-

ary integral which is bounded as shown in Theorem 2.1. Thus 0 :::; (3 f (uk) 2dCJ < oo. 
lao. 

Therefore we obtain 

(3.3.3) 

For any function g given by (3.2.1), there exists a constant C > 0 such as 

2s-2 

~ bJ·(uk)j+l < 1b I kl2s + C ~ _ 2 2s-l U 1, (3.3.4) 
j=O 

and this implies 

1 b I k 12s C ( k) k 3 b I k 12s C 2 2s-l U - 1 :S g U U :S 2 2s-1 U + 1 · (3.3.5) 

With these inequalities (3.3.4) and (3.3.5) we can simplify equation (3.3.3) 

to 

(3.3.6) 

We denote the measure of 0 by 101, i.e. IOI = L dx. Since V= H 1(0) then 

a Poincare inequality is not available for the inequality (3.3.6). Therefore we 

have to seek an alternative way to make inequality (3.3.6) useful as we need 
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this later! By Holder's inequality for s > 1 

where s and s' are conjugate. Now Young's inequality yields 

(3.3.7) 

From equations (3.3.6) and (3.3. 7) we obtain 

where C0 = C1IDI+C2b~88_!t IDI. Applying a Gronwalllemma (Theorem A.O.l4) 

to inequality (3.3.8) yields 

lluk(T)II~ + exp( -T) 1T ( 2lukli + ~b2s-1 llukll~~2s) dt 

:::; lluk(O)II~exp(-T) + Co(l- exp(-T)), (3.3.9) 

where tk = T (independent of k). Recalling uo E H = L2(D) so lluk(O)IIo · 

IIPkuollo:::; lluollo:::; C we have 

uk is uniformly bounded in L00 (0, T; H) n L28 (Dr) 

By noting the injection L00 <.......t £ 2, the semi-norm bound for V and the 

density of Vk in V we have 

uk is uniformly bounded in £ 2(0, T; V) 
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We can also write these as 

Passage to the limit: 

We will now show passage to the limit of the terms in (3.2.13). We first 

consider the term duk / dt. We use the fact that A is bounded linear operator 

from V into V', so that for time-dependent problems if uk E L2 (0, T; V) then 

Auk E £ 2 (0, T; V'). Furthermore, we claim that pkg(uk) E Lq(rlr), where q 

is conjugate to 2s. This result will be shown very soon. Thus it follows from 

the equation (3.2.13) that 

0~k is uniformly bounded in L2 (0, T; V')+ Lq(rlr) , 

where L2 (0, T; V')+Lq(rlr) is the dual space of L2 (0, T; V)nL28 (rlr) (see (3.4.10), 

(3.4.11), and Lemma 3.4.1). 

We now use the Alaoglu compactness theorem (Theorem A.0.12) to ex

tract a subsequence such that duk jdt converges weakly to some v. We adapt 

an argument in (Robinson (2001), Subsection 7.4.3) to give v = dujdt, i.e. 

First, uk is uniformly bounded in £ 2 (0, T; V) n L 28 (rlr ), so since £ 2 (0, T; V) 

and L28 (rlr) are reflexive we can extract a subsequence that converges weakly 
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with dual space £ 2 (0, T; V')+ Lq(flr ). F\1rthermore, from the Sobolev em

bedding theorem (Theorem A.O. 7) and the fact V is dense in H, we have 

the dense inclusion V <-----+ L28 (fl), thus Lq(fl) <-----+ V' and so £ 2 (0, T; V') + 

Lq(flr) C Lq(O, T; V'). Now consider an arbitrary qy(t) E C0 (0, T; V) C 

L28 (0, T; V). Integrating by parts, noting that functions in C0 (0, T; V) have 

compact support in (0, T) and using the weak convergence of uk to u in 

£ 2 (0, T; V')+ Lq(flr) and hence in Lq(O, T; V') yields 

fT (duk ) [T ( k dqy) fT ( dqy) lo dt '<P dt = - Jo u ' dt dt----> - }
0 

u, dt dt 

where we note that dqyjdt E C0 (0, T; V), clue to the smoothness of the func

tions in this space. From the weak convergence of dukjdt to v in Lq(O, T; V') 

we also have 

[T (duk ) {T J 
0 

dt , <P dt ~ J 
0 

( v, <P) dt as k --+ oo 

(see Theorem A.O.l8), and so by the uniqueness of weak limits we have 

v = dujdt as required. Due to the density of C0 (0, T; V) in £ 28 (0, T; V) 

the convergence results that hold for functions in C0 (0, T; V) also hold by 

extension for functions in £ 28 (0, T; V). 
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To obtain the same convergence of Auk, we use the fact that A is a bounded 

linear operator from V into V', so that the weak convergence 

L2 (0 T· V) as k--'; oo 
' ' ' 

implies the following weak convergence 

Auk~ Au in L2 (0, T; V') as k--'; oo. 

Note that, from the previous chapter, we have the symmetry condition for 

the operator A as follows 

(Au,v) = (u,Av) Vu,v E V, Au,Av EH. 

Thus, considering '1/J E L2 (0, T; V) 

= 1T (Au, '1/J) dt, 

where A'ljJ E L2 (0, T; V'). Since L2 (0, T; V') c Lq(O, T; V') (we have q < 2 

since 2s > 2 as s > 1), we have 

Auk~ Au in Lq(O, T; V') as k--'; oo. 

This completes the weak convergence of Auk. 
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Finally, we consider the last term pkg(uk). We use the bound on uk in 

L28 (Dr) to obtain bounds on the nonlinear term g(uk) in Lq(Dr). From the 

polynomial (3.2.1) we have that there exists a constant C > 0 such that 

Therefore 

2s-2 
1 L bj(uk)j ::=; 2 b2s-llukl2s-l+C. 

j=O 

It follows from inequality (3.3.11) that 

where q = 2s/(2s- 1). Since q(2s- 1) = 2s it follows that 

(3.3.10) 

(3.3.11) 

(3.3.12) 

where C depends on q, IDI and T. Recalling that uk E L28 (Dr) and L28 ~ Lq 

we have 

g(uk) is uniformly bounded in Lq(Dr), 
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and so from weak compactness arguments there exists some x E Lq(Or) such 

that 

We now want to show that 

Define Qk := I - pk, the projection orthogonal to pk. Therefore, for all 

cp E L 28 (0r) we can write 

11T(Pkg(uk)- x,c/J)dtl = 11T(g(uk)- x,c/J)dt-1T(g(uk),Qkcp)dtl 

~ 11T (g(uk)- x, cp)dtl + 11T (g(uk), Qkcp)dtl. 

The first term on the right-hand side of this inequality tends to zero due to 

the weak convergence of g(uk) toxin Lq(Or). For the second term, we know 

from the Sobolev embedding theorems and the fact V is dense in H that we 

have the dense inclusion V ~ L 28 (0), thus using Lemma 3.2.3 we deduce 

that Pkcp- cp in L28 (0), Vcp E L28 (0), i.e. Qkcp- 0 in L28 (0). This shows 

m U(ilr), 

and hence the desired result. 
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It remains to show that X _ g ( u). We will first require the following the-

orem: 

Theorem 3.3.1 (Lions-Aubin compactness theorem) 

Let X 0 , X, X 1 be three Banach spaces such that 

and Xi is reflexive, i = 0, 1. Let T > 0 be a fixed finite number and 1 < Pi < 

oo, i = 0, 1, then the space 

{ I P ( ) dv p 1 ( . ) } = v v E L 0 0, T; X 0 , dt E L 0, T, X 1 , 

is a Banach space for the norm 

llviiY = llviiLPO(O,T;Xo) + 11 ~~ 11 · 
LPl (O,T;Xl) 

Moreover, the injection of Y into £P0 (0, T; X) is compact. 

Proof. R. Temam (1984), pp. 271-273. 

duk 
We have that uk E £ 2 (0, T; V), dt E Lq(O, T; V'), so the above Theorem 

guarantees that Y = Y(O, T; 2, q; V, V') ~ £ 2 (0, T; H) and we can extract a 
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further subsequence such that 

7J, k -------t 1l (strongly) in L2 (0, T; H). 

We also need the following lemma: 

Lemma 3.3.2 

Let 0 be an open set in !Rm x R 

1. If uk --tu in £P(0)(1 :S p < oo), then there is a subsequence, uk, that 

converges to u a.e. in 0 (see Robinson (2001), p.27, Rodrigues (1987), 

p.59). 

2. If, in addition, 0 is bounded, g E Lq(O), and {gk} is a sequence of 

functions such that 

then gk----' gin Lq(O) (see Robinson (2001), p.218). 

According to the first part of this lemma, there is a subsequence uk such 

that uk(x, t) --t u(x, t) a.e (x, t) E Or. As g is locally Lipschitz in Or (see 

Section 3.2), it follows that g(uk(x, t)) --t g(u(x, t)), (x, t) E Or. Now, the 

second part of the above lemma gives 
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By the uniqueness of weak limits we deduce x _ g(u). 

Finally, we show that u(O) = u0 by adapting the technique used in Robin

son (2001), p.205-206 . Let cp E C 1 ([0, T]; V) be an arbitrary function of the 

form 
k 

cp(·, t) = cpk(·, t) = 2:: bi(t)zi(·), 
i=l 

with properties that cp(T) = 0, cpk(O) = pkq;0 , and bi(t) E C1([0, T]) are 

arbitrary. Taking vk = cpk = cp and integrating the finite dimensional weak 

form (3.2.3) from 0 to T gives 

where (u, v) = fan uv da representing the boundary integral from now on. 

Note that this equation holds for all cp E £ 28 (0, T; V) and this is due to the 

density of Vk c V in Hand the dense inclusion £ 28 (0, T; V) <-----+ £ 2 (0, T; V) n 

L28 (0r ). Similarly, we take v = cp and integrate the weak form (3.2.2) from 

0 to T to obtain 

{T OU {T {T {T 
Jo ( 8t, cp)dt+ Jo (Vu, Vcp)dt+f3 Jo (u, cp)dt+ Jo (g(u), cp)dt = 0, (3.3.14) 
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for all cjJ E £ 28 (0, T; V). We now integrate the first term of (3.3.13) and (3.3.14) 

by parts with respect to t to get 

(3.3.15) 

and 

1T 8cjJ 
= 

0 
(u, at)dt+(u(O),cjJ(O)). (3.3.16) 

From (3.2.10) we have that Pku0 uk(O)---+ u0 in H. Thus taking limits in 

all terms of equation (3.3.15) we obtain 

(3.3.17) 
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Since 4>(0) E V <------+ His arbitrary, a comparison of (3.3.16) and (3.3.17) shows 

that u(O) = u0 , as required. 

Section 3.4: Uniqueness and Continuity 

To prove the unique dependence of a solution of problem (P) on the ini-

tial data in H we suppose that there are two solutions u 1 and u2 of the weak 

form (3.2.2) with initial conditions u 1(0), u2 (0) E H, respectively. Then, 

letting v = w := u1 - u2 , we obtain 

(3.4.1) 

and hence 

~ :t L lwl 2
dx + L 1Vwl2dx + {Jlan lwl 2

da = L [g(u2)- g(u1)] (u1- u 2 )dx. 

(3.4.2) 
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Note that the second and third terms on the left-hand side of this equation 

are bounded and non-negative. Thus 

(3.4.3) 

Now, recalling inequality (3.2.16) we have 

(3.4.4) 

where 

is a positive Lipschitz constant of the function g. We therefore obtain 

(3.4.6) 

Applying the usual Gronwall lemma (Theorem A.0.14) to this inequality 

yields 

llw(t)116::; exp ( 21t C(s) ds) llw(O)II6. (3.4. 7) 

Thus we have 

(3.4.8) 
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So the uniqueness follows if u 1(0) = ·u2 (0). However, if u 1(0) -/=- u2 (0), then 

we have continuous dependence in H = L2 (D} 

Finally, it remains to show that the map 

1Lo(·) ~ u(·, t), 

is continuous on H, i.e. u E C([O, T]; H). First let 

(3.4.9) 

and 

(3.4.10) 

where q = 2s/(2s- 1), s > 1 and W' is the dual space of W. 

We note the following lemma: 

Lemma 3.4.1. Let V, H, V' be three Hilbert spaces, each space included 

and dense in the following one, V' being the dual space of V. If 

uEW and 
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where Wand W' are as given in (3.4.9) and (3.4.10), then u is almost every-

where equal to a function continuous from [0, T] into H, i.e. 

u E C([O, T]; H) a.e .. 

From Section 3.3 we have already noted that u E Wand ~~ E vV'. Thus, 

by applying this lemma, we obtain that u E C([O, T]; H) as required. This 

completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.1. D 

Note that the proof of Lemma 3.4.1 is an adapted version of the proof of 

Robinson (2001), pp.191-193, but for completeness we include it here. 

Proof. Since V~ H ~V' and considering the associated Banach norms, it 

is easy to see the following continuous injections: 

(3.4.11) 

As a consequence of (3.4.11), the scalar product in £ 2 (0, T; H) off E £ 2 (0, T; H) 

and u E W is the same as the scalar product of f and u in W' and W, re-

spectively. Thus we have 

(!, u)w,,w = (!, u) = 1T (!, u) dt, (3.4.12) 

for all f E £ 2(0, T; H) and u E W. 
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Now, we adapt a proof that is given in Robinson (2001) (Theorem 7.2, 

Chapter 7). We shall regularize the function u, from lR into V, which is 

equal to u on [0, T] and to zero outside this interval. We shall also use 

the technique of mollification which allows us to approximate less regular 

functions by smooth functions. A mollification uk of u is 

1T (t- r) uk(t) = k- 1 

0 
p -k- u(r)dr, 

and the mollification u 1;k of u is 

(u(t)) 11k = k 1r p (k(t- r)) u(r)dr, 

where p( t) E C~ (IR) (for the definitions of p( t) and general mollified functions 

the reader may refer to Robinson (2001), p.19). From the definition of p and 

the fact that 

1p(t)dt = 1) 

we deduce that 

1T (t- r) 1T k- 1 

0 
p ~ dr=k 

0 
p(k(t-r))dr=1, 

which leads to a mollified version uk(t) = (u(t)h;k of u with respect to the 

variable t . We hence obtain a sequence of functions uk E C 1 
( [0, T]; V), which 
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converges to u such that 

and duk du W'. --->- m 
dt dt 

(3.4.13) 

Then, for any t0 E [0, T], 

where (du~;s),uk(s)) = ~fslluk(s)ll6- This equation is equivalent to 

(3.4.14) 

Choose t 0 such that 

(3.4.15) 

this follows since uk E C([O, T]; V), so that 

T min lluk(t)ll~::; {T liukil~dt::; Tmax lluk(t)115, 
tE[O,T] } 0 tE[O,Tj 

and the intermediate value theorem applies. Substituting equation (3.3.15) 

in equation (3.4.14) yields 

lluk(t)ll~ = T
1 

{T lluk(t)ll5 dt + 2(dduk, uk) . lo t W',W 
(3.4.16) 
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By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality (2.2.8) and the Young's inequality (3.1.4) 

(with n =m= 2 and c: = 1), we have 

Thus 

(3.4.17) 

Since uk is a Cauchy sequence in W and duk/ dt is a Cauchy sequence in W', 

it follows that uk is a Cauchy sequence in C([O, T]; H) and hence 

u E C([O, T]; H) as desired. D 
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Chapter 4 

St:rong Solutions 

In this chapter we deduce further regularity results to the weak form (3.2.2) 

from additional estimates, which lead to results for strong solutions6
. More-

over, such these estimates will be useful for the following chapter. In Sec-

tion 4.1 we present a regularity result for the elliptic boundary value problem 

with Robin boundary conditions. In Section 4.2 we improve the results for 

weak solutions in Chapter 3 by increasing the regularity of problem (P) and 

the initial data. 

Section 4.1: Regularity Result 

In this section we consider the elliptic boundary value problem with Robin 

boundary conditions. We show that the existence of the strong solution of 

the Robin problem 

-llu+u=f in n (4.1.1) 

6Here, e.g., a strong solution is a solution of the problem (4.1.1)-(4.1.2) which is u E 

H 2 (0.) n H 1(0.), where f E £ 2 (0.) is given. For the definition of a strong solution in the 
context of second order elliptic PDEs see, e.g., Renardy and Rogers (1993),pp.287-288, 
Robinson (200l),p.l60. 
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ou 
on+ f3u = 0 on an ( 4.1.2) 

can be obtained with the help of an a priori estimate. Throughout this 

section we will treat this system (4.1.1)-(4.1.2) on a bounded convex domain 

n c IRn and /3 > 0. The uniqueness of a strong solution follows from the 

fact that a strong solution is also a weak solution (the uniqueness of weak 

solutions has been shown in Section 3.4). 

We shall also need the so-called Young's inequality 

a2 cb2 

ab<-+-
- 2c 2 ' 

valid for any a, blR and c > 0. 

We now state the main theorem of this section: 

Theorem 4.1.1. Let n c IRn be an open and bounded convex domain, 

and let /3 be a positive constant. Then for every f E L2 (D), there exists a 

unique u E H 2 (D) which is the solution of the system (4.1.1)-(4.1.2). 

Proof. The proof follows the methodology of Grisvard (1985) where the 

zero Neumann boundary condition (see Theorem 3.2.1.3) is considered. We 

shall first multiply equation (4.1.1) by a function v E H 1(D) and using the 

application of Green's identity (Theorem A.0.5) and recalling equation ( 4.1.2) 
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we find the system (4.1.1)-(4.1.2) can be written in weak form as follows: 

f Vu· V'vdx + f uvdx + (3 f uvdcr = f fvdx. Jo Jo lao Jo (4.1.3) 

We separate the proof into three subsections. Subsection 4.1.1 shows the 

existence and uniqueness of uk for a solution in H 2(flk) provided that each 

flk is a bounded convex open set with a C 2 boundary and fl c flk. In 

Subsection 4.1.2 we deduce an a priori estimate which leads to a bounded 

sequence { uk} in H 2(flk), and hence in H 2 (0) by restricting the uk to 0, (see 

Lemma 4.1.2). We will also see that the constant of the a priori estimate 

does not depend on the curvature of ank' i.e. on the fact that ank is { C 1
•
1

} 
7 

which allows us to take the limit ink with respect to a general bounded con-

vex domain 0. In the final subsection, Subsection 4.1.3, we will show that 

the strong solution u of equation (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) is achieved by taking the 

limit ink with the help of an a priori estimate, i.e. inequality (4.1.6). 

Subsection 4.1.1: Existence and Uniqueness 

We first need the following lemma for the work that follows: 

Lemma 4.1.2. Let 0, C !Rn be an open and bounded convex domain. Then 

for every E > 0, there exist two convex open subsets 0 1 and 0 2 in !Rn such 

7 C 1•1(D) consists of all Lipschitz functions in C 1 (0). Note that C 1•1 can be viewed as 
intermediate between C 1 and C 2 . 
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that 

2. ni has a C 2 boundary ani, i = 1, 2. 

where d(an1, an2 ) denotes the distance from an1 to an2 . For details and 

proof of this lemma the reader is referred to Grisvard (1985), p.147. 

Lemma 4.1.2 allows us to approximate a general convex domain by do

mains with C2 boundaries. Thus we can approximate our domain n in The-

orem 4.1.1 by a sequence of bounded convex open subsets nk> k = 1, 2, ···of 

IRn with C2 boundaries such that n c nk and d(ank, an) tends to zero as 

k --> oo. Then, we consider the solution uk E H 2(nk) of the Robin problem 

in each nk, i.e. 

(4.1.4) 

(4.1.5) 

Such a solution uk exists by the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.1.3. Let nk be a bounded open subset of IRn with C1,1 bound

ary and (3 > 0. Then for every f E L 2 (nk), there exists a unique u E H 2(nk) 

which is a solution of the system (4.1.4)-(4.1.5). 
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Proof. See Grisvard (1985), pp. 125-126. 

Subsection 4.1.2: A Priori Estimate 

Here, we shall establish the following theorem which plays an important 

role in this section. 

Theorem 4.1.4. (A priori estimate) Let nk be a convex, bounded open 

subset of IRn with a C 2 boundary anb and let /3 be a positive constant. Then 

we have 

( 4.1.6) 

for all u E H 2 (0k) such that 8uj8n+f3u = 0 on 80k. Here, ii·JJm,nk denotes 

the norm associated with Hm(nk)· 

Proof. We first try to obtain the estimate of u and the estimate of the first 

derivatives of u in the H 2 (0k)-norm by integrating ( -.6.u + u)u by parts. 

Therefore we have 
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Since f3 is a positive constant, it follows that f3 f juj 2dcr 2: 0 and applying 
lank 

the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have 

t In, I:', I' dx + In, lul'dx 'S 11 - b.u + ullo,o, llullo,n, . 

Thus, it follows from this inequality that 

(4.1.7) 

and 

( 4.1.8) 

Inequality ( 4.1. 7) can be simplified to 

( 4.1.9) 

We now use this inequality in order to simplify inequality (4.1.8). Hence, we 

obtain 

(4.1.10) 

We now estimate the second derivatives of u in the H 2 (rlk)-norm. We 

apply the identity in Theorem A.0.19 to v = \lu. We observe that 

flu= divv (4.1.11) 
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and that 
fJu 

-- = -V · n = {3u On fJD,k . 
fJn 

(4.1.12) 

fJu 
We also have vr = \7 ru := V'u+ fJn · n which is the projection of the gradient 

operator on the tangent hyperplane (see Theorem A.0.19). Thus we get 

(4.1.13) 

where B is the bilinear form and trB is the trace of the bilinear form B 

described in Theorem A.0.19. Since nk is assumed to be convex, then B is 

nonpositive (see the note at the end of Theorem A.0.19), we thus obtain that 

(4.1.14) 

Thus 

(4.1.15) 

For the second term in the right-hand side of (4.1.15), we can rewrite the 

bracket as an integral, i.e. 2{3(\lru, V'ru) = 2{3 r IV'ruJ 2da. This term is 
lan"' · 
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non-negative since f3 is positive constant. Therefore we have 

Hence, applying inequality (4.1.9), we obtain 

Thus 

(4.1.16) 

Thus adding up inequalities (4.1.9), (4.1.10), and (4.1.16) gives 

as desired. D 

Note that { uk} is a bounded sequence in H 2 ( rlk). Moreover, we can restrict 

the uk to our domain 0, in Theorem 4.1.1 and obtain a bounded sequence in 

H 2 (0.). Thus using the Alaoglu compactness theorem (Theorem A.0.12) we 
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can extract a subsequence uk that converges weakly to some u E H 2(D), i.e. 

(4.1.17) 

this means that 

1 Vuk · Vvdx ----+ 1 Vu· Vvdx. (4.1.18) 

Subsection 4.1.3: Passage to Limit 

First let V E H 1 (JRn). Since n is a bounded convex open subset of JRn with 

Lipschitz continuous boundary an, we can therefore set V = Vln E H 1(D) 

in the weak form of (4.1.4)-(4.1.5). It is obvious that Vlnk E H 1(Dk) (see 

Theorem A.O.lO). We observe that equations (4.1.4) and (4.1.5) imply 

( 4.1.19) 

We now consider the limit of equation (4.1.19) when k--+ oo. We first want 

to show that 

( 4.1.20) 

and that 

(4.1.21) 
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Considering (4.1.20), we have 

recalling that n c nk and V= Vln· Consequently 

The right-hand side of this inequality converges to zero due to inequal-

ity (4.1.6), (4.1.17), (4.1.18) and the compactness of the injection of H 2 (0) in 

L2 (0). Similarly, we prove that ( 4.1.21) is satisfied due to inequality ( 4.1.6), ( 4.1.17), 

and the compactness of the injection of H 2(0) in L2 (0). 

To complete the proof, we need to show that 

(4.1.22) 

Considering (4.1.22), we have 
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We shall now show that 

(4.1.23) 

and that 

( 4.1.24) 

According to Theorem A.0.10, we have, in (4.1.23), 

since 0 c Ok c lRn is bounded convex domain. Thus recalling Theorem 2.2.1 

in Chapter 2, we have 

with setting Vlnk = uk- u E H 1(0k)· The right-hand side of this inequality 

tends to zero due to inequality (4.1.6), (4.1.17), and the compactness injection 

of H 2 (0) in L 2 (0). Now, the integrand in the left-hand side of ( 4.1.24), 

i.e. f u V dO'k, tends to zero due to the same argument above. Therefore, 
lank 

recalling Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, it follows that 
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Now (4.1.22) follows from (4.1.23) and (4.1.24). This completes the proof of 

Theorem 4.1.1. 0 

Section 4.2: Strong solutions of the problem (P) 

In this section we show further regularity of solutions of the weak form (3.2.2). 

In particular, we prove more estimates which lead to results for the strong 

solutions. 

For the following Corollaries and later use, we recall the well-known Sobolev 

interpolation results (a Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality), e.g. see Adams 

and Fournier (1977): let p E [1, oo], m 2: 1, r E [p, oo] for m - ~ 2: 0, 

rE [p,- m-1d/p)] for m-~ < 0, and 1-l := ~(~- ~). Then there is a constant 

C depending only on n C IR, p, r and m such that 

Corollary 4.2.1 Let v E H 1(0), sE IR, s 2: 1 ford= 1, 2, and sE [1, 3] for 

d = 3. Then 
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Proof. We use the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality with r = 2s, m= 1, and 

p = 2 to yield 

llvllo,2s ::=; Cllvll6~11 llvlli,2 

Corollary 4.2.2 Let v E H 1(f2), sE IR, s 2:: 1 ford= 1, 2, and s E [1, 2] for 

d = 3. Then 

Proof. The result follows from Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality with r = 

4s- 2, m= 1, p = 2. 0 

To prove existence of strong solutions we assume: 

5 if d = 1, 

(S) s::=; 3 if d = 2, 

7 if d = 3. 3 

We now state the main theorem of this chapter: 

Theorem 4.2.3. Let n c JRd be an open bounded convex domain. Let 

the assumptions (1.1.3) and (S) hold, u0 E V, and f3 > 0, then the reaction-
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diffusion system (3.1.1)-(3.1.3) possesses a unique strong solution u satisfying 

au 2 at EL (Or). 

Furthermore, the map 

uo(·) r-> u(·, t), 

is continuous on V. 

Proof. We separate the proof into two parts: existence, and uniqueness 

and continuity of the strong solution u. 

Subsection 4.2.1: Existence 

We shall first make a further estimate on duk / dt, where we have abused 

notation and no confusing arises. We take the inner product of the ordinary 

differential system (3.2.12) with duk jdt, so that 

(4.2.1) 

Note that 
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2s-l 
"" b . where G(uk) = L ~(uk)J+l_ Thus equation (4.2.1) can be written as 
j=O J + 

follows, after multiplying through by 2 and recalling the passage to limit 

argument (see Section 3.3), 

Since 

which implies 

Thus, using this inequality, the equation ( 4.2.2) can be written as follows 

where C > 0. Integrating both sides of ( 4.2.3) from 0 to t gives 

:S 2CJOJt + Ju~Ji + ,8JJu~JJi2(8!1) + b2:- 1 JJu~ll~~2s 

:S 2CJOJt + Ju~Ji + ,8CJJu~lli + b2s-l JJu~JJis, 
s 
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after using the trace embedding theorems (Theorem A.0.9) and Corollary 4.2.1. 

Recall that u 0 E V, so the boundedness of the terms lu~li = IPkuoli, llu~lli = 

IIPkuolli, and llu~llis - IIPkuollis follows from Lemma 3.2.2 and Lemma 3.2.3. 

Then we have 

uk is uniformly bounded in D)Q(O, T; V). (4.2.5) 

Moreover, inequalities (4.2.4) and (4.2.5) lead to 

is uniformly bounded in L 2 
( Dr) . (4.2.6) 

We now make further estimates by taking the inner product of the ordinary 

differential system (3.2.12) with -f::1uk to show that uk E H 2 (D) for a.e. 

t E (0, t). This gives 

(4.2.7) 

and hence 

We now deal with the term on the right-hand side of this equation separately. 

From the passage to the limit argument (see Section 3.3), the Cauchy-Schwarz 

inequality, the so-called Young's inequality with c: = 1, and Corollary 4.2.2 
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we have 

1 1 
::; 2llg( uk) 116 + 2ll6uk 116 

c 1 
::; 2llukll6~4-:;~2 + 2ll6ukll6 + CIOI 

::; Clluk ll~2s-l)(l-J.L) lluk 11 i2s-l)J.L + ~ ll6uk 116 + CIOI 

= Cllukll6s-3 llukll~((!-s)J.L+l)llukll~(s-!)J.L + ~ll6ukll6 + CIOI. 

Applying the Young's inequality (3.1.4) on the right-hand side of the above 

inequality (with m= ((~- s)Jl + 1)-I, n = ((s- ~)11)- 1 > 1, which is easy 

to check from assumption (S)) gives: 

1 ::; C2(s, Jl, .s)ll·uki1JIIukll6 + C1(s, /1, c) lluklli + 2ll6ukll6 + CIOI 

= C2(s, Jl, c)llukllr2 + Cl(s, Jl, c)llukll6 +cl (s, Jl, c)lukli + ~ ll6ukll6 + CIOI, 

(4.2.9) 
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where 1 = (!_:ssl:+l. Thus substituting ( 4.2.9) in equation ( 4.2.8) yields, after 

multiplying through by 2, 

(4.2.10) 

where the additional term {3 { iukl 2 dO" is non-negative. Applying the usual 
lan 

Gronwalllernma to this inequality yields 

+ exp ( C1 (s, J.L, c)t) ( C2(s, J.L, c)CIIuklll~~o,r;LZ(n)) + C1 (s, J.L, c) llukiii2(nT) + 2CI01t) . 

(4.2.11) 

Recall that u0 E V, so the boundedness of the terms lu~li - IPkuoli and 

llu~lli - IIPkuolli follows from Lemma 3.2.2 and Lemma 3.2.3, respectively. 

The third and fourth terms on the right-hand side of (4.2.11) are bounded 

due to Theorem 3.1.1. Thus, as uk(·, t), .0.uk(·, t) E £ 2 (0) for a.e. t E (0, T), 

it follows from Section 4.1 (Theorem 4.1.1) that uk(·, t) E H 2 (0) for a.e. 
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t E (0, t), and hence 

uk is uniformly bounded in L2 (0, T; H 2(0)). ( 4.2.12) 

As in Chapter 3, we use the Alaoglu compactness theorem to extract the 

appropriate subsequences from (4.2.5), (4.2.6), and (4.2.12). Thus we get 

2 .2) 00. au 2 u E L (0, T, H (0) , u E L (0, T, V), Bt E L (Or) 

Subsection 4.2.2: Continuity and Uniqueness 

In order to show that u E C([O, T]; V), we actually need the following lemma: 

Lemma 4.2.4. For some k ~ 0, suppose that 

Then u is continuous from [0, T] into Hk(O), i.e. u E C([O, T]; Hk(O)). 

Proof. See J. Robinson (2001), pages 191-194. 

Note that we have proved in Chapter 3 a similar result to the one above 

(see Lemma 3.4.1). Here, in our case k = 1, 

so the application of this lemma gives the desired result. 
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Finally, we prove the unique dependence of a solution of problem (P) on 

the initial data in V. We suppose that there are two solutions u1 and u 2 of 

the weak form (3.2.2) with initial conditions u 1(0), u2 (0) E V respectively. 

Then, letting v = -tlw := -6.(u1 - u2 ), we obtain 

( ~~, -tlw) + (\lw, \7( -tlw))- f31a
0 

w · tlwd(J = (g(u1)- g(u2 ), tlw), 

(4.2.13) 

and hence 

Thus, we have 

after recalling the so-called Young's inequality with E = 1 > 0. Now, recalling 

inequality (3.2.16) and multiplying through by 2 we get 

where C(t) is a positive Lipschitz constant of the function g (see (3.4.5)). In 

particular 

(4.2.17) 
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Thus combining inequalities (3.4.6) and (4.2.17), using the Sobolev embed

ding theorems and adding a non-negative term f3 fan jwj 2dcr on the right-hand 

side gives 

:t [L (jwj 2 + j\7wj 2)dx + /31a
0 

jwj2dcr] ~ (2C(t)+C(t) 2
) [ Cjjwlli + /31a

0 
jwj 2dcr] 

(4.2.18) 

Applying the usual Gronwall lemma to this inequality yields 

llw(t)lli+f311w(t)iil2(art.) ~ exp (1t (2C(s) + C(s)2)ds) ( Cjjw(O)IIi + (3jjw(O)IIl2(art.)) . 

(4.2.19) 

By omitting the last term on the left-hand side of inequality (4.2.19) and 

using the trace embedding theorems (jjw(O)ill2(iJrt.) ~ Cjjw(O)jli), .we thus 

have 

jjw(t)lli ~ C(1 + /3)jjw(O)IIi exp (1t (2C(s) + C(s)2 )ds) . (4.2.20) 

Thus if u 1(0) = u2 (0) then w(O) = 0 and hence it follows from (4.2.20) that 

w(t) = 0 and hence u 1(t) = u2 (t) for all t. However, if u 1(0) =f. u2 (0), then 

we have continuous dependence in V= H 1(0). This completes the proof of 

Theorem 4.2.3. 0 
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Chapter 5 

A Semi-discrete 

Approximation 

This chapter is divided into three sections. In the first section, Section 5.1, we 

introduce the finite element method and give the necessary assumptions on 

the partitioning of n that are required for the numerical analysis. We also 

give some definitions, properties, and associated spaces that are necessary 

tools for this chapter and Chapter 6. In Section 5.2 we discretise the weak 

form (3.2.2) in the finite element space. The existence and uniqueness of 

the semi-discrete finite element approximations are proven. Finally, in Sec

tion 5.3, we estimate the difference between the continuous and semi-discrete 

solutions. 

Section 5.1: Notation and Preliminaries 

We shall consider the finite element approximation of the weak form (3.2.2) 

under the following assumptions on the mesh: 
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(A) Let f2 c JR.d, d ::; 3, be a convex (connected) domain if d = 1, a 

convex polygonal domain if d = 2 and a convex polyhedral domain if d = 3. 

Let Th be a quasi-uniform partitioning of n into disjoint open simplices { K } 8 

with hK, := diam(K) and h := max hK,, so that n = u ""if. In addition, it 
KETh KETh 

is assumed that Th is a (weakly) acute partitioning (see, e.g., Barrett and 

Blowey (2001), p.257); that is for (a) d = 2 the sum of opposite angles relative 

to any side does not exceed 1r. (b) d = 3 the angle between any two faces of 

the same tetrahedron does not exceed 1r /2. 

We now introduce the finite element space of piecewise linear basis func

tions associated with Th: 

Sh := {X E C(O) xiK, is linear VK E Th} C H 1(f2). 

Let {<t?i}f=o be a basis for Sh, satisfying <t?j(xi) = 6ii• where {xi}f=o is the 

set of nodes of Th. 

Let 1rh : C(O) -+ Sh be the interpolation operator such that 1rhx(xj) = 

x(xj) for all j = 0, · · ·, J. We consider a discrete £ 2 inner product on C(O), 

defined by 

J 

(XI,X2)h := { 1rh{XI(X)X2(x)}dx = LMiXI(xj)X2(xj), 
ln i=O 

(5.1.1) 

8 We recall that a simplex K is a triangle if d = 2 and a tetrahedron if d = 3. 
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where M1 = (rp1, rp1)h = (1, rp1) > 0, which is called the lumped mass matrix. 

Note that the matrix M is diagonal with positive entries (see Strang and 

Fix (1973), Section 4.2). From the definition of the interpolation operator 

and (5.1.1) we can show that 

h h h (1r x, ry) = (x, ry) Vx,'T/ E C(O). (5.1.2) 

Below we recall some well-known results concerning Sh: 

The discrete inner product (5.1.1) induces a norm on Sh such that 

[ h] 1/2 lxlh := (x, x) (5.1.3) 

The norm I · lh is equivalent to 11 · llo, namely, 

(5.1.4) 

(see, e.g., Raviart (1973)). 

We also need the following estimate that helps us to bound the error 

between continuous solutions and their semi-discrete approximations (see 

Garvie (2003), Lemma 4.2.7): 

(5.1.5) 
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We require the well-known interpolation error in H 2 (D) (see Theorem 3.1.6 

in Ciarlet (1978)): 

(5.1.6) 

(5.1.7) 

For later use, we recall the following inverse inequalities for all x E Sh (see 

Theorem 3.2.6 in Ciarlet (1978)): 

d(p-q) 

llxllo,q -:::; Ch ---pq llxllo,p, 1 -:::; p-:::; q-:::; oo, (5.1.8) 

d(p-q) 

lxh,q -:::; Ch ---pq lxh,p, 1 -:::; p-:::; q-:::; oo, (5.1.9) 

(5.1.10) 

and the Sobolev embedding for d = 1, 2: 

(d-1) 

llxllo,oo-:::; c(ln~) -2

-IXh Vx E Sh. (5.1.11) 

We will frequently use the simple Young's inequality that there exists a pos-

itive constant C depending only on c and c such that 

1 
cab< Ca2 + -b2 

- 2c 
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We now consider a generalization of the norm (5.1.3) on Sh, defined by 

1/p ( J ) 1/p 

lx'l•.v :~ (fnrr"{lx'(x)l•)dx) ~ ~ M;lx'(x;)lv , (5.1.13) 

for all xh E Sh, 1 ::; p < oo. For p = oo, we have 

(5.1.14) 

We shall consider the following discrete Minkowski and discrete Holder in

equalities respectively for all Xh, rl E C ( 0), and hence for all x\ 'TJh E Sh: 

1 1 
- + - = 1 ::; p, q ::; oo, 
p q 

(5.1.15) 

(5.1.16) 

(see Blowey and Garvie (2005), p.626). We also have that lxhlh,p and lxhlh,oo, 

given by (5.1.13) and (5.1.14) respectively, are norms on Sh. 

Now, consider the following Banach spaces 

(5.1.17} 

Note that we have embedding results for elements in Sh: 

(5.1.18) 
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1'.='1 
where C = IDI pq and 1 ::; q ::; p ::; oo. We extend the spaces Lh,P(D), given 

by (5.1.17), to time-dependent finite dimensional spaces Lh,P(Dr) with norm 

(5.1.19) 

for all elements in Sh and 1 ::; p ::; oo. The space Lh,p(Dr) with the 

norm (5.1.19) leads to the following embedding results for elements in Sh: 

(5.1.20) 

1'.='1 
where C = (IDIT) pq and 1 ::; q ::; p ::; oo. 

We require the following lemma: 

Lemma 5.1.1. Let vh E Sh, rE JR, r;:::: 2 ford= 1, 2, 3. Then 

ford= 1, 

(5.1.21) 

ford= 3. 

Proof. We refer to Imran (2001), pp.36-45. 

We use the above lemma to deduce the discrete Sobolev embedding result 

that will be used in later sections: 
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Corollary 5.1.2. Let vh E Sh, T E JR, r 2': 2 for d = 1, 2, and r E [2, 6] for 

d = 3. Then 

(5.1.22) 

Pmof. We split lvhlh r via 

Using (5.1.21) and the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality yields 

Ch2 lvhl1 + Cllvhll1 ford= 1, 
r-2 

lvhlh,r :S: Ch2 (Ink) -r lvriJ: + CllvhiiJ: ford= 2, (5.1.23) 

(Ch3-~ + C)llvhll1 ford= 3, 

C(h2 + 1)llvhll1 ford= 1, 
r-2 

< C(h2 (lni)-r +1)llvrll1 ford=2, (5.1.24) 

ford= 3, 

which proves the corollary after noting that the Sobolev embedding theorem 

Note that for proving the existence of solutions we assume r = 2s with 

s 2': 1 for d = 1, 2 and s E [1, 3] for d = 3. 
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Finally, we define ph to be the £ 2 projection operator ph £ 2 (0) -> S 11 

given by 

( 5.1.25) 

This projection satisfies the following estimates (see, e.g., Barrett, Blowey 

and Garcke (1998)): 

(5.1.26) 

for all TJ E Hm(O), m= 1 or 2. 

We now give the following lemma that will be useful for bounding the ini

tial semi-discrete approximations in H 1 ( 0): 

Lemma 5.1.3. Let TJ E H 1 (0). Then 

(5.1.27) 

(5.1.28) 
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Due to the nature of projections, the first term on the right-hand side of 

equation (5.1.28) satisfies the following inequality (77 E H 1 (0) <.......t L2 (r2)): 

Using the estimate (5.1.26) we deduce that 

:::; I (I- Ph)'Tlh + l77h 

:::; Cl77h + l77h 

:::; Cll77ih, 

(5.1.29) 

(5.1.30) 

for all77 E H 1(0). Thus from inequalities (5.1.29) and (5.1.30) we obtain the 

desired result. 0 

Finally, we will need the following important results that will be required 

in Section 5.3: 

(5.1.31) 
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ford::::; 3 (see Theorem 5 in Ciarlet and Raviart (1972)), and the equivalence 

inequality: 

(5.1.32) 

for 1::::; p < oo (see Garvie (2003), p.18). 

Section 5.2: Existence and Uniqueness 

We introduce the following semi-discrete finite element approximation of 

the problem (P): 

(Ph) Find uh E Sh such that uh(·, 0) = u~(-) and for almost every t E 

(0, T) 

(5.2.1) 

for all Xh E Sh. Note that since r2 is polygonal or polyhedral the above 

boundary integral is exact. 

We now state the following existence and uniqueness theorem of the semi-

discrete approximation: 
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Theorem 5.2.1. Let the assumptions (1.1.3) and (A) hold, u0 E H 1(0), 

and (3 > 0, then there exists a unique solution uh of the problem (Ph) such 

that the following stability bounds hold independently of h: 

Proof. We separate the proof into three parts: local existence of the 

semi-discrete approximations, global existence of the semi-discrete approxi

mations, and uniqueness of the solution uh. 

Subsection 5.2.1: Local existence 

We first represent uh as follows 

J 

1lh(·, t) = L Ci(t) 'Pi(-)' (5.2.2) 
i=O 

where Ci(t) are to be determined. For the initial approximations we take 

(5.2.3) 
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with 

J 

L Ci(O)(<pi, 'Pi)= (u~, 'Pi)= (Phuo, 'Pi), j = 0, · · ·, J. (5.2.4) 
i=O 

Substituting (5.2.2) and (5.2.3) into the semi-discrete approximation (5.2.1), 

and taking xh ='Pi, j = 0, ... ' J, lead to 

(5.2.5) 

The nonlinear term on the right-hand side of equation (5.2.5) can be ex-

pressed, noting (5.2.2), as follows: 

J J 

(g(uh), 'Pi)h = ( 9(2::: ci'Pi), 'Pi)h = lrrh( g(L ci'Pi). 'Pi)dx =: g(cj)Mi. 
i=O O i=O 

(5.2.6) 

Thus from (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) we obtain a system of (J + 1) ordinary differ-

ential equations (ODEs) in the components C{ 

dC· 
1 1 

-
1 M·+""' C·K· · = -g(C·)M·- {3""' C.A- · dt J ~ t 1J J J ~ 1 1J ' 

(5.2.7) 
i=O i=O 
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We could also write this system as 

~ 

dC ~ ~ 
!vi-+ KC= -Mg~- {JAG dt ) 

h~ ~ 
P u 0 := BC(O), (5.2.8) 

(Phu0, <pi), {B}ij := (<pi, <pj). Since M is a non-singular matrix we can 

simplify the system (5.2.8) to 

(5.2.9) 

~ 

where L = M-1 K and N = M-1 A. As Q is a locally Lipschitz function, it 

follows from the local existence theorem (Theorem A.0.13) that the system 
~ 

of ODEs has a unique solution Con some finite time interval. Hence we have 

local existence for uh for some finite time interval (0, th), th > 0. 

Subsection 5.2.2: Global existence 

To obtain existence of a global solution we first need to derive an a priori 

estimate on uh (independently of h) and th = t (t independent of h). Sec

ondly, we make a further estimate on fJuh / ot to derive the stability bounds 

in the theorem. 
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We now set xh = uh in the semi-discrete approximation (5.2.1) to yield 

(5.2.10) 

From (5.1.1) and (3.3.5), we obtain that 

(5.2.11) 

where C1 > 0. In particular, recalling (5.1.13), 

(5.2.12) 

Applying the Holder inequality to the norm luhlh,2 yields 

J 

luhl~,2 = L MJiuJI 2 

j=O 
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where s and s' are conjugate, and noting that ~J=o Mj = (1, ~J=o r.pj) = 

(1, 1) = 101. Now using Young's inequality yields 

I hl2 1b I hl2s Cb-s'/slnl 
U h,2 :S: 2 2s-l U h,2s + 2s-l H · (5.2.13) 

From inequalities (5.2.12) and (5.2.13) we obtain 

(5.2.14) 

where C2 = (2C1 + Cb~ss~s)IDI. Applying the usual Gronwalllemma (Theo

rem A.0.14) to this inequality yields 

(5.2.15) 

Recall that u0 E H 1 (D) C L2 (D), so the boundedness of the term luh(O)I~,2 

can be obtained as follows: 

Thus we have 

(5.2.16) 
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We now make a further estimate by taking xh auh 1 at in the semi-

discrete approximation (5.2.1), so that 

1rr• {I~· I'} dx+~:t 11vu•l'dx+% ~ L lu•l2da+ :t 1rr• { G(u•)} dx ~ 0. 

(5.2.17) 

after noting that 

Using (3.3.5) the equation (5.2.17) can be written as follows 

(5.2.18) 

where C3 > 0. Integrating both sides of (5.2.18) from 0 tot and multiplying 

through by 2, gives 

::; 2C31!1It + luh(O)Ii + /3lluh(O)IIi2(an) + b2s-lluh(O)I~s2s 
2s ' 

::; 2C31!11t + luh(O)Ii + /3CIIuh(O)IIi + b2s-l luh(O)I~s2s. 
2s ' 

(5.2.19) 
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Recalling that uo E H 1(0) so luh(O)Ii :::; IIPhuolli :::; C and luh(O)I~~2s :::; 

CIIPhuollis :::; C, s > 1, which follow from Corollary 5.1.2 (with r = 2s) and 

Lemma 5.1.3, we then have 

(5.2.20) 

By noting the injection Lh·28 (0) <-----+ Lh·2 (0), the semi-norm bound for H 1(0), 

and (5.2.16) we thus have 

(5.2.21) 

Subsection 5.2.3: Uniqueness 

To prove the unique dependence of a semi-discrete solution we suppose that 

there are two solutions u~ and u~ of the semi-discrete approximation (5.2.1). 

Then letting xh := wh = u~- u~, we obtain 

and hence 
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Note that the second and third terms on the left-hand side of this inequality 

are bounded and non-negative. Thus, recalling inequality (3.2.16), we have 

(5.2.24) 

where 

is a positive Lipschitz constant of the function g (compare this with the one 

in (3.4.5)). Now applying the usual Gronwall lemma to inequality (5.2.24) 

yields 

Therefore we have 

lu~(t)- u~(t)1~, 2 :S exp ( 21t C(s)ds) lu~(O)- u~(O)I~,2 . (5.2.26) 

Thus if u~(O) = u~(O), then it follows from (5.2.26) that u~(t) = u~(t) for all 

t. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. 0 
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Section 5.3: Error bound 

In this section we estimate the error between a solution u of problem (P) 

and a semi-discrete solution uh of problem (Ph), which is optimal in H 1 , but 

sub-optimal in £ 2
. We shall use the interpolant 1rhu to estimate the error 

bound (see, e.g., Barrett and Blowey (1995)). Note that the interpolant 1rhu is 

defined only for continuous functions u. Since u E H 2 (0) (see Theorem 4.1.1) 

is continuous for d = 1, 2, 3 (see Thomee and Larsson (1999), p.28) we have 

that 1rhu is well-defined. 

Throughout this section C represents a generic positive constant. We 

require the following Sobolev embedding result that will be used for some 

estimates in the proof of the error bound: 

Corollary 5.3.1 Let v E H 1(0), sE JR., s 2: ~ ford= 1, 2, and sE [~, 2] for 

d = 3. Then 

llvllo,l2s-18 ~ Cllvllo,6s-6 ~ Cllvlll 
5 

for 3 ~ s ~ 2, d ~ 3 , 

and 

llvllo,6s-6 ~ Cllvllo,l2s-18 ~ Cllvlh for s 2: 2, d ~ 2. 

Proof. Using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (see Section 4.2) with 

m = 1, p = 2, and hence r = 12s- 18 E (2, oo] for d = 1, 2, r = 12s- 18 E 
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[2, 6] for d = 3, we can easily show the above inequalities. D 

We now state the main result of this section: 

Theorem 5.3.2 Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2.1 hold. Then for all 

h ::; 1 we have that 

have that e :=eA+ eh. Choosing V= xh =eh E sh and subtracting (5.2.1) 

from (3.2.2), then for a.e. t E (0, T) it follows that 

(5.3.1) 

Adding and subtracting the term ( a~t, eh), we can rewrite equation (5.3.1) 

as follows: 

(~;,e)+ (Ve, Ve) = {(~;,eA)} 
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+ { (g(uh),eh)h- (g(u),eh)} 

+ {,61a
0 

(uh- u) · ehda} 

(5.3.2) 

where Ej correspond to the brackets { ·} on the right-hand side of equa

tion (5.3.2), respectively. 

Now we bound each term separately. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 

and (5.1.6) we obtain 

s; Ch
2

iub 11 ~~!la 

s; Ch
2llull211: llo . (5.3.3) 

Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (5.1.7), and the simple Young's in-

equality (5.1.12) we have 
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(5.3.4) 

To bound the third term, we use the result (5.1.5) and the simple Young's 

inequality (5.1.12) to obtain 

<: Ch'll ':;:• I[+ 2~ lle•lli, (5.3.5) 

and from (5.1.6) and (5.1.7) we deduce that lleAII 1 ::::; Chllull 2 and hence 

(5.3.6) 

Substituting (5.3.6) in (5.3.5) yields 

(5.3.7) 

To deal with 

we subtract and add the term (g(uh), eh) to E4, and get 

{5.3.8) 
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We first bound the first term on the right-hand side of this inequality as 

follows: 

(5.3.9) 

after noting (5.1.31) and (5.1.32). We take the derivatives of the right-hand 

side of (5.3.9) as follows: (recalling that uh and eh are piecewise linear func

tions) 

a h h I h auh h h aeh 
-(g(u ) · e ) = g (u )- · e + g(u ) ·-, 
ax- 8x· ax J J J 

(5.3.10) 

(5.3.11) 

(5.3.12) 

Thus from (5.3.9)-(5.3.12) we obtain 

i(g(uh), e")" -(g(uh), eh)l :S Ch' t 1 { ll'(uh)ll ::11 ~~: llehl 
l,J 

+ l9'(uh)l~~~:~~~::l + l9'(uh)ll~:~~~~::l }dx. 

( 5.3.13) 
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Using the Holder inequality, the growth condition of the polynomial g (see 

(3.2.1)), Corollary 5.3.1, Theorem 5.2.1, the inverse inequality (5.1.8)-(5.1.9), 

noting that h2-~ ::; h as h ::; 1, d ::; 3, the Young's inequality (5.1.12), 

and (5.3.6), we therefore obtain 

I (g(u"}, e"}"- (g( u"}, e"}l <; Ch' t { llg''(u") llooll ~:: lla.,ll :; llo,,lle" llo,o 

+ llg'(u"}llo,3ll:l.,ll~:l,, + ll9'(u")llo,3ll:l.,ll::l,,} 
::; Ch

2 
{ (lluhll~~l~!-18 + 1) luhl~,311ehllo,6 + (lluhll~~6~~6 + 1) luhl1,3lehl1,3} 

::; Ch2 
{ (lluhll~s-3 + 1) luhl~,3llehll1 + (lluhll~s-2 + 1) luhl1,31ehl1,3} 

::; Ch
2 {luhl~,311ehlll + luhl1,31ehl1,3} 

::; Ch2-~ {luhl~ llehll1 + luhlllehll} 

::; Ch llehll1 

::; Ch2 + 21E llehll~ 

1 
::; Ch2+CIIell~+-lei~+Ch2 llull~. 

E 
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For the last term on the right-hand side of inequality (5.3.8), we use the 

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (3.2.16) to give 

itive Lipschitz constant of the function g. Since 

(5.3.16) 

we have that 

::; Cllel16 + Ch2 llulbllello · (5.3.17) 

Thus from (5.3.14) and (5.3.17), we have 

(5.3.18) 

To bound E5 , we split it via 

(5.3.19) 
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Since the first term on the right-hand side of equation (5.3.19) is non-positive, 

we thus have 

1 
:S Cch2 llull~ + 2c llelli 

1 1 
= Cc:h2 llull~ + 2c !I ell~+ 2c leli' (5.3.20) 

where we have used the trace embedding theorems (Theorem A.0.9), the 

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, (5.1.6), (5.1.7), and Young's inequality. 

Therefore, from (5.3.2), (5.3.3), (5.3.4), (5.3.7), (5.3.18), and (5.3.20) we 

have after multiplying through by 2 

where K = 2 - ~. Choosing c = 6 we thus obtain 
c 

+CIIulbllello + llulblletllo + 1} · 
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Now applying the usual Gronwalllemma to this inequality yields 

+CIIullv(o,T;H2 (n))llellvx'(O,T;H1 (n)) + lluiiL2 (o,T;H2 (n))lletiiL2 (nr) + t} · 

(5.3.23) 

The first term on the right-hand side of (5.3.23) is bounded due to inequal

ity (5.1.26), we thus have 

(5.3.24) 

Note that norms in the other terms on the right-hand side of (5.3.23) are 

bounded due to Theorem 4.2.3 and Theorem 5.2.1. Thus 

lle(t) 11~ + 1t leli ds ::; exp( Ct)Ch2 
::; Ch2

. (5.3.25) 

This implies that 

(5.3.26) 

and that 

(5.3.27) 

From (5.3.26) and (5.3.27) we have that the error bound is optimal in H 1 , 

but sub-optimal in £ 2 . 0 
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Chapter 6 

A Fully Discrete 

Approximation 

In this chapter we prove an error bound for a fully discrete finite element ap

proximation of the weak form (3.2.2). In Section 6.1 we discretise the weak 

form (3.2.2) in time using backward Euler. We discuss stability estimates 

that are needed for the following section. We also discuss the existence and 

uniqueness of the fully discrete approximation. Finally, in Section 6.2, we 

estimate the error bound between the semi-discrete solution and the fully dis

crete one which leads to the proof of the error bound between the continuous 

and fully discrete solutions. 

Throughout this chapter, C represents a generic bounded positive constant 

independent of h and b.t. 

Section 6.1: Existence and Uniqueness 

Given N, a positive integer, let b.t := T / N denote a fixed time step, and 
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tn := nl:lt (n = 0, 1, · · ·, N). For our fully discrete finite element approxi

mation of (P), we split the nonlinearity 9 as a function of un and un-1 to 

be 9+ ( un) + 9- ( un- 1
) where 9+ ( un) contains the monotone increasing terms 

of the polynomial 9 and 9- ( un- 1
) contains the monotone decreasing terms 

of the polynomial 9, so that g = 9+ + g_. We need to introduce the notation 

G(s) = G+(s) + G_(s) where G+(s) = 18 

9+(r)dr and G_(s) = 18 

9-(r)dr 

are convex and concave functions respectively. We shall now give an illustra-

tive example of the above definition: 

Example: If we choose 9(u) = u3 + u2 - u, then this can be split into 

monotone increasing and decreasing terms as follows: 

9(u) = u3 + [u]~ + [u]~- u, 

where 9+(u) = u3 + [u]~ and g_(u) = [u]~- u. 

We therefore consider the following fully-discrete finite element approxi-

mat ion of (P): 

(Ph.~t) Find un E Sh, for n = 1, · · ·, N, such that U0 = Phu0 and 

(6.1.1) 
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We require the following identity for later use: 

2s(s-r)=(s-r)2+s2-r2 Vr,s. (6.1.2) 

We now state a theorem of existence, uniqueness, and some estimates of 

the fully discrete approximation: 

Theorem 6.1.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2.1 hold, and tlt > 0. 

Then for all h > 0 there exists a unique solution { un };;'=1 to (Ph,~t) such 

that the following stability bounds hold: 

N 

"""'IUn- un-112 < Ctlt L h,2- , (6.1.3) 
n=1 

N 

L (iun- un-1li + f311Un- un-1lli2(8n))::; c' (6.1.4) 
n=l 

(6.1.5) 

Proof. We separate the proof into three parts: existence, uniqueness, and 

stability estimates. 

Subsection 6.1.1: Stability estimates 

We set xh = un- un-1 in the fully discrete approximation (6.1.1) to yield 
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~t (un- un-1' un- un-1)h+(\lUn, \l(Un-un-1))+f3lan 1Uni1Un-un-11do-

+(g+(Un), un- un-1)h + (g_(un-1), un- un-1)h = 0. (6.1.6) 

Note that from convexity (concavity) we have 

Thus noting the identity (6.1.2) and substituting (6.1.7) and (6.1.8) in to 

(6.1.6) we have, after multiplying through by 2llt, that 

+f3llt (11Un- un-1lli2(an) + 11Unlli2(an) - 11Un-1lli2(an)) 

+llt ( (G+(U11
) + G_(Un), 1)h- (G+(un-1) + G_(un-1 ), 1)h) ::; 0. 

(6.1.9) 

Summing the above inequality over n = 1, · · · , m for m ::; N and rearranging 

the terms yields 

m 

m~~N{ L( 21Un- un-11~,2 + lltiUn- un-lli + f3llti1Un- un-llli2(8rl)) 
' ' n=l 
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(6.1.10) 

the function G satisfies the growth condition (see Subsection 4. 2.1 after equa-

tion (4.2.2)), so we have 

(6.1.11) 

Substituting (6.1.11) in to (6.1.10) we have 

m 

m!!i~N{ 2:)21Un- un-ll~,2 + ~tiUn- un-lli + ,B~tiiUn- un-1 lli2(an)) 
' ' n=l 

(6.1.12) 

where we have used the trace embedding theorems (Theorem A.0.9) and 

Corollary 5.1.2 to give IIU0 IIi2(&n) :::_: CIIU0 IIi and IU0 1~~28 :::_: CIIU0 IIis, hence 

using Lemma 5.1.3 gives boundedness of the right-hand side of (6.1.12). 

Thus, the bound (6.1.3) follows from the first term on the left-hand side 

of (6.1.12). The bound (6.1.4) follows from the second and third terms on 

left-hand side of (6.1.12). Finally, we deduce the bound (6.1.5) from the 
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remaining terms on the left-hand side of (6.1.12). 

Subsection 6.1.2: Existence 

We prove the existence of the solution of the problem (Ph,~t) as follows. 

The equation ( 6.1.1) can be considered to be the Euler-Lagrange equation of 

the following minimization problem: 

Find 1 ~ n ~ N fixed, find U E Sh such that 

(6.1.13) 

where 

The last term on the right-hand side of this inequality can be bounded below 

as follows: 
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1 l:!.t 
~ - 2/:!.t lx- un- 1 1~,2 - 219- (un- 1

) 1~,2 - lg_(un-1) lh,21un-llh,2 

> __ 1_1x- un-112 - C(!:!.t + 1). 
- 2/:!.t h,2 (6.1.14) 

Thus we have 

(6.1.15) 

So Jh(x) is bounded below in Sh. 

Now, let J1, = inf Jh(x) and {Xn} be a minimising sequence of Jh in Sh (i.e. 
S" 

lim Jh(Xn) = Ji,). It follows from the above estimate that {xn} E H 1(f2), 
n->oo 

and hence there exists U E Sh and subsequence {xn} such that 

Xn -----t U E Sh . (6.1.16) 

Since Sh is closed, then the continuity of Jh gives 

(6.1.17) 

Therefore, there exists a solution U to the minimization problem (6.1.13). 

Subsection 6.1.3: Uniqueness 

To prove uniqueness we suppose that (6.1.1) has two solutions U~ and U2 for 
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all n 2 1. We use proof by induction. We shall first assume uniqueness of the 

approximation at time tn-l : = ( n - 1) .6.t and note that we have uniqueness 

at time t 0 . Thus letting xh := wn = Uf - U!j, we obtain 

and hence, 

~t (Wn, wn)h + ('V'Wn, V'Wn) + (Jlan 1Wnl2da 

+(g+(Uf)- g+(U;), Uf- u;)h = 0, (6.1.18) 

(6.1.19) 

after noting (g+(Uf) - g+(U!j), Uf ~ U!j)h 2 0, which follows from the mono

tonicity of g+ and the fact that (g+(Ur), U!J-Ur)h::; (G+(U!j)-G+(ur), 1)h. 

The second and third terms on the left-hand side of inequality (6.1.19) are 

bounded and non-negative. Therefore, we have 

(6.1.20) 

Thus, the uniqueness follows from (6.1.20), i.e. ur - U!j for all n 2 1. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.1. D 
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Section 6.2: Error bound 

In this section we derive the error estimate between the semi-discrete ap

proximation uh and the fully discrete approximation un. This leads us to 

easily derive the error estimate between the continuous solution and the fully 

discrete approximation. We shall first consider the following definitions: 

U(t) := ( t ~;-1 ) u+ + ( tn!J.~ t) u-, t E [tn-1, tnJ, n ~ 1, (6.2.1) 

where 

(6.2.2) 

We also have that fortE (tn-1, tn) 

au u+ - u- u+ - u u - u-
at !J.t tn - t t - tn-l 

(6.2.3) 

Using the above we can restate the problem (Ph,At) as follows: 

Find U E H 1(0, T; Sh) such that U(O) = Phu0 and for a.e. t E (0, T) 

(a:, x" r +(VU+, Vx') + (3 l.n u+x'd" + (g+(u+) + g_(u-), x")" ~ 0, 

(6.2.4) 
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Theorem 6.2.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1.1 hold. Then we 

have 

Proof. Let E := uh - U, E+ := uh - u+, E- := uh - u- E Sh for a. e. 

t E (0, T). Using these definitions and (6.2.3) we have 

+ + ( ) au E -E=U-U = t-t -
n f)t ' 

au 
E- - E = U - u- = ( t - tn-1) at . 

(6.2.5) 

(6.2.6) 

We choose xh = E+ in (5.2.1) and (6.2.4), and subtract (6.2.4) from (5.2.1), 

then for a.e. t E (0, T) it follows that 

(6.2.7) 

and hence, recalling (3.2.16), 
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where 

and 

C_(t) = C(u-,uh) = max{lbii}C (1 + IU-1~~;:_2 ) (1 + Juhl~~;:_2) , 

(6.2.10) 

are positive Lipschitz constants of the functions 9+ and g_, respectively. Note 

that we have 

it- t I < I El + n I u+ - u-1 - h,2 !::l.t h,2 

which implies 

IE+I2 ~ 2 (IEI2 + Ju+- u-12 ) h,2 h,2 h,2 

(6.2.11) 

after using the elementary result, (a+ b)P ~ 2P-1 (aP +bP), a, b ~ O,p ~ 1. In 

the same way we obtain that 

(6.2.12) 
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The last term on the right-hand side of (6.2.8) can be dealt with as follows. 

By the Holder inequality (5.1.16), (6.2.3), and the simple Young's inequal

ity (5.1.12) we obtain 

( aE u+- u)h < laEI lu+- Ul at' - at h,2 
h,2 

::; (IEJ~h I + 1:1 ) ltn~~ tiiU+- u-lh,2 
h,2 h,2 

I 
EJuh I I + I 1 I + 12 ::; at u - u- h,2 + ~t u - u- h,2 . 

h,2 

(6.2.13) 

Thus from inequalities (6.2.8)-(6.2.13) and multiplying through by 2 we 

obtain 

!!_IEI 2 +2IE+I 2 < C(t)IEI 2 +C(t)IU+ -U-1 2 
dt h,2 1 - h,2 h,2 

l
auhl I + -I c I + -12 +C at U - U h,2 + ~t U - U h,2 ' 

h,2 

(6.2.14) 

where C(t) = 4C+(t) + 4C_(t). Now applying the usual Gronwalllemma to 

(6.2.14) and noting E(O) = ua- U0 = 0 yields 
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I 
fJuh I I + -~ C I + -~2 } +C 8t h,2 U - U h,2 + D.t U - U h,2 ds . (6.2.15) 

To bound the first and last terms on the right-hand side of (6.2.15) we use 

Theorem 6.1.1, (6.1.3), to get 

(6.2.16) 

and 

~t t IU+- u-1~,2ds = ~t tltn IUn- un-ll~,2ds ~ CD.t. (6.2.17) 
Jo n=l tn-1 

To bound the second term on the right-hand side of (6.2.15) we use the 

Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Theorem 5.2.1 to obtain 

( 

N ) 1/2 

:<: C ~ t.IU"- u"-'lk,,ds 

< CD.t. (6.2.18) 

Thus from inequalities (6.2.15)-(6.2.18) we conclude that 

~ CD.t. (6.2.19) 
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This implies that 

(6.2.20) 

and that 

(6.2.21) 

as desired. 0 

Remark 6.2.2. As we are using a Backward Euler approximation in time, 

which is first-order accurate, an optimal error bound between the full and 

semi discrete approximation would be 

However, we have only achieved 

We now state the main theorem of this chapter: 

Theorem 6.2.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.1.1 hold. Then we 

have 
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Proof. The result follows from combining the results of Theorem 5.3.2 and 

Theorem 6.2.1. D 

Corollary 6.2.4 Let the assumptions of Theorem 6.2.3 hold. If .6..t :::; C1h2 

for some constant C1 , then 

Proof. The result directly follows from Theorem 6.2.3. D 
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Chapter 7 

Numerical Experiments 

In this chapter we shall perform some one-dimensional experiments. In Sec-

tion 7.1 we give full details of an algorithm for computing the numerical 

solution. In Section 7.2 we have used the implicit scheme for all simulations. 

We discuss some computational results in one space dimension. 

Section 7.1: Practical Algorithm: One dimensional 

simulations 

In this section we discuss a practical algorithm for solving (ph.~t) in one 

space dimension on a uniform partition of 0 = ( 0, L), for 0 ::; t ::; T, with 

mesh points X j = j h, j = 0' ... ' J. Let us expand un in terms of the 

standard nodal basis function 'Pi of the finite element space Sh, that is, 

J 

un = I: uin'Pi, 
i=O 

where J is the number of node points and Ut ~ u(ih, nllt). 
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We consider the following Robin boundary conditions: 

u'(O, t) = f3u(O, t), (701.2) 

u'(L, t) = -f3u(L, t) 0 (701.3) 

Thus equation (601.1) with these boundary data can be presented as follows: 

(Ph,Llt) Find un E Sh, for n = 1, 0 0 0, N, such that U0 = Phu0 

(701.4) 

Substituting (701.1) in (701.4) and taking xh ='Pi> j = 0, .. ·, J yields 

J 

+f3(U~6J,J + U~t5J,o) + L(£Pi, 'PJ)h (g+(U;) + g_(uin-1
)) = o, (701.5) 

i=O 

for j = 0, · · ·, J. This is equivalent to 

~t M(Un-un-1 )+KVn+f3(U~, 0, · · ·, 0, unr +M(g+(Un)+g_(un-1
)) = 0, 

(701.6) 
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where un = (U0, U{1
, · • ·, U"J?, lvfij = (<pi, <fJj)h is the lumped mass matrix, 

and Kij = (\7 <fJi, \7 <pj) is the stiffness matrix. Thus multiplying this equation 

through by llt and M- 1 we obtain 

un-un-1+/:ltM-1 KVn+llt,BM- 1 (U~, 0, · · ·, 0, Ujf +llt(g+(Vn)+g_(Vn-1
)) = 0. 

(7.1.7) 

To solve the algebraic nonlinear system (7.1. 7), we define the operators A 

and B such that 

A: (a, b)J+1 -------+ 1RJ+1 

A(x) = lltg+ (x), (7.1.8) 

B(x) =X- un-1 + lltM-1 Kx + llt,BM- 1(xo, 0, · · ·, 0, XJf + lltg_(un-1
), 

(7.1.9) 

so that the system (7.1.7) can be written in the following form 

(7.1.10) 

We recall here that an operator 

T : D(T) ~ X ----+ X 
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is said to be a monotone operator if 

(Tu-Tv,u-v) ~0 Vu,v E D(T), 

where ( ·, ·) denotes the scalar product on X. One of the most important con

cepts in the theory of monotone operators is a maximal monotone operator. 

The following basic result on maximal monotone operators is useful in the 

work that follows: 

T is called maximal monotone {::::::::} it is monotone and rang(! + T) = X . 

(7.1.11) 

This was proved by Minty (1962), pp.343-344. 

Lemma 7.1.1. Let the operators A and B satisfy the definitions (7.1.8) 

and /3 > 0, then the operator A is maximal monotone and B is coercive. 

Proof. It follows from the monotonicity of 9+ and (7.1.8) that A is mono

tone. Since the range of I+ J.LA E JRHI, VJ.L E JR+, then A is maximal. 

To show B is coercive: given TJ = (TJo,···,TJJf,x = (xo,···,xJf E Sh 

and denoting by ( ·, ·) the inner product on lR J + 1 defined by ( 'r/, x) = xT M 'r/, 

we get, noting (7.1.9), 

(B(ry)- B(x), TJ- x) 
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= (7J- X+ f::ltM- 1 K(7J- x) + f::ltj3M- 1(7Jo- Xo, 0, · · ·, 0, 7JJ- XJ f, 7J- x) 

= (77-x)T lvf(7J-x)+f::lt(7J-x)r K(7J-x)+!::ltf3(7Jo-xo, o, · · ·, o, 7JJ-XJ )!(77-x). 

(7.1.12) 

We first deal with the second term on the right-hand side of (7.1.12) as 

follows: 
J J 

Define Z = L 1Ji'Pi and X = L Xk<fJk, we have 
j=O k=O 

f::ltiZ- Xli = .6.t(7J- xf K(7J- x) :::0: 0. (7.1.13) 

The last term on the right-hand side of (7.1.12) can be dealt as follows: 

.6.tf3(7Jo- Xo, 0, · · ·, 0, 7JJ- XJ )l(7J- X) ~ f::lt/3 ( (7Jo- Xo) 2 + (7JJ- XJ )2
) :::0: 0. 

(7.1.14) 

Thus it follows from (7.1.12)-(7.1.14) that 

(B(77) - B(x), 7J- x) :::=: (77- xf M(7J- x), (7.1.15) 

as desired. D 

To solve the system (7.1.10), we adapt the algorithm of Lions and Mercier (1979), 

who consider the case when A and B are two general maximal monotone op--

erators. Copetti and Elliott (1992) adapted this algorithm in the case when 
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A is a general maximal monotone operator and B is a coercive operator. 

Barrett and Blowey (1997) have adapted this algorithm where there are two 

Lagrange multipliers present. 

Multiplying the system (7.1.10) by J-l E JR+, adding unto both sides, and 

rearranging the terms yields 

(7.1.16) 

Now, we define 

(7.1.17) 

(7.1.18) 

For n fixed, a natural iteration to find unsatisfying (7.1.10) is as follows: 

Find un,Hi such that 

(7.1.19) 

and set 

(7.1.20) 

Then find un,j+l such that 

(7.1.21) 
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and set 

zn,J+l = 2un,J+l _ xn,j+l . (7.1.22) 

We note that solving (7.1.21) is equivalent to solving 

Rearranging the above equation gives 

(7.1.24) 

The square matrices (1 + tL)l + jL!:ltM- 1 K and Jj!:lt{3M- 1 are symmetric 

positive definite. It follows that the system has a unique solution. 

Theorem 7.1.2. For alltL E JR+ and {Un·0 } E Sh, the sequence {Un,j}~0 
generated by algorithm (7.1.19)-(7.1.21) converges to the unique solution un 

of (7.1.10). 

Proof. The proof is the same as that of Imran (2001), pp.111-114, who has 

adapted the proof of Copetti and Elliott (1992), pp.58-59. 
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Section 7.2: Numerical Simulations 

Numerical simulations in one space dimension were performed with 0 = 

( 0, L) , for 0 ::::; t ::::; 20. In all simulations we take J = 1000. We choose 

f.l = 0.01 and set TOL = 1 X 10-7 where IIUn,j+l(xi)- un,j(xi)lloo < TOL 

is the stopping criterion for (7.1.19)-(7.1.22). Programs were written in For

tran 77 and graphs were generated in Matlab. 

For the first example, we consider the Fisher equation 

au 
at = !:lu + u(1- u), (7.2.1) 

with boundary conditions corresponding to (7.1.2)-(7.1.3). The equation is 

posed on the interval D = (0, L) = (0, 100) with !:lt = T/M = 20/20480 = 

0.0009766 and h = 0.1. Although the reaction term of Fisher's equation is 

outside the remit of the g( u) which are considered in this thesis, the numerical 

experiment is still of some interest and verifies the validity of the Fortran 

programme. In Figure 1, we display the numerical results for the Fisher 

equation with (a) {3 = 09 , (b) {3 = 1, (c) {3 = 10, and (d) {3 = 1000. The time 

separation between any two successive plots is 2 time units. Figure 1 shows 

9 the numerical result in (a) is a repeat of the one showed in Gazdag and Canosa (1974), 
p.453. 
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clearly that the wave front maintains its shape very accurately between plots 

regardless of (3. Namely, the distance between any two successive profiles 

appears to be constant. An interesting result in our numerical solution is 

that the values of the numerical solution at x = 0 when T = 20 are affected 

by the values of (3 (these values are 1.0 in (a), 0.44 in (b), 0.057 in (c) and 

0.00057 in (d) of Figure 1). We also did simulations with TOL = 1 x 10-9 . 

The results were very similar. Moreover, the values of the numerical solution 

at x = 0 when T = 20 were the same. 

In Figure 2 the Fisher equation (7.2.1) supplemented with boundary condi

tions (7.1.2)-(7.1.3) is posed on the interval n = (0, 50) with TOL = 1 X 10-7, 

where 6.t = 0.000651 and h = 0.05 are decreased. Again, this figure shows 

clearly that the wave front still maintains its shape very accurately between 

plots regardless of (3. Furthermore, the values of the numerical solution at 

x = 0 when T = 20 are almost similar to the values in Figure 1. 
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(a) (b) 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0 
0 20 40 60 80 100 20 40 60 BO 

(c) (d) 

20 40 60 80 100 20 40 60 BO 

Figure 1: Numerical results for the 1D Fisher equation, obtained using the 
implicit scheme with tlt = 0.0009766 and h = 0.1. The time separation 
between any two successive profiles is 2 time units. We compare the results 
of numerical solution at /3's (a) 0, (b) 1, (c) 10 and (d) 1000 when t = 

2, 4, 6, ... '20. 
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(a) (b) 

10 20 30 40 

(c) (d) 

10 20 30 40 50 10 20 30 40 

Figure 2: Numerical results for the 1D Fisher equation, obtained using the 
implicit scheme with flt = 0.000651 and h = 0.05. The time separation 
between any two successive profiles is 2 time units. We compare the results 
of numerical solution at {3's (a) 0, (b) 1, (c) 10 and (d) 1000 when t = 

2, 4, 6, ... '20. 
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For the second example, we consider the Ginzburg-Landau equation 

Du ( 2 at - ~u + u u - 1) = 0, (7.2.2) 

with boundary conditions corresponding to (7.1.2)-(7.1.3). This equation 

is also known as the Allen-Cahn equation. Here the reaction term of this 

equation satisfies the conditions on g(u) (see (3.2.1)). Note that with g(u) = 

u3 - u we have g+(u) = u3 and g_(u) = -u when solving (7.1.4). Note that 

the solution of a time-independent Ginzburg-Landau equation in the absence 

of boundary conditions is 

u(x) = tanh ( ~) . (7.2.3) 

For the one dimensional problem, we supplement (7.2.2) and (7.1.2)-(7.1.3) 

with the initial condition 

(
x- 0.5L) 

u(x, 0) = u0 (x) = tanh vf2 (7.2.4) 

The system is posed on the interval n = (0, L) with TOL = 1 X w-7 , 

~t = TjM = 32/20480 = 0.0016 and different values of h (depending on L). 

It should be pointed out that the numerical solution is stationary because 

no iterations are required to go from one time level to the next, i.e., un does 

not change. In plots (a)-(d) of Figure 3, the numerical stationary solution 

of (7.1.4) at T = 32 and the tanh solution u0 (x, t) are displayed, with initial 
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condition corresponding to (7.2.4). Simulations are performed by setting L = 

10 in (a), L = 30 in (b), L = 60 in (c) and L = 300 in (d). Here the values of {3 

that satisfy the boundary conditions of the tanh solution are -1.8160 x w-4 , 

-3.7430 X w- 13 , -3.5026 X w-26 and -2.0593 X w- 130 , respectively. In each 

picture of Figure 3 we plot the numerical stationary solution with {3 = 0.005, 

0.5 and 10, and compare them with the tanh solution. We notice that the 

numerical stationary solution accurately matches the tanh solution apart 

from the boundary layers. We also notice that taking {3 > 0 and very small 

makes no difference whereas a large {3 > 0 does as is seen in Figure 3(a). 

However, the effect of {3 disappears as L increases as is seen in (b)-(d) of 

Figure 3 since the boundary layers diminish as L increases. We also did 

simulations with TOL = 1 x 10-10 . The results were similar. It is also 

interesting to realize that we have many mesh points in the interface, that 

is our approximations are good enough. In Figure 3(d), for instance, the 

interface occurs in the subinterval I= (147, 153) where h = 300/1000 = 0.3. 

In Figure 4 we supplement (7.2.2) and (7.1.2)-(7.1.3) with the initial con

dition (7.2.4). This system is posed on the interval 0 = (0, 30) with TOL = 

1 x 10-9 , where h and !:1t are reduced progressively together according to 

the relationship !:1t = Ch2
. This figure shows that the errors in the numer

ical stationary solutions decrease roughly as O(h2 ) as the space-steps and 

time-steps are decreased. In other words, we notice from Figure 4 that the 

approximate solutions converge to the exact solutions of the tanh, which is 
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compatible with what we have got in the theoretical convergence results. We 

also did simulations with TO L = 1 x 10-12
. The results were similar. 

,,, 

02 

_.,' 
-08 ......... - ... -

-1 ' ....... 

2 ' ' 2S 

-o2 

_,,_ 
-ee; 

-o• ' ... '-~-~-~-~-~______] 
135 us 150 155 

,' -1 ___ ,L_ ______ ,________,t_~-~-~-------' 

0 10 20 40 50 

Figure 3: A comparison of the tanh solution (denoted --) and numerical 
stationary solutions with f3 = 0.005 (denoted······), f3 = 0.5 (denoted---) 
and f3 = 10 (denoted-·-·-·-). For L equal to (a) 10, (b) 30, (c) 60 and (d) 
300. The implicit scheme is applied with D..t = 0.0016. 
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X 10-5 

4.-------.--------.--------.-------.--------.------~ 

3 

-2 

-3 
I 
i I 

I I ., 

/· 
I 

-40~------~------~10------~1~5------~20~------2~5------~30 

Figure 4: Error between the tanh solution and numerical stationary solutions 
with L = 30 and (3 = 1 x 10-7 . The error with h = 0.04 and /j.t = 0.01 is 
denoted by ( -·-·-·- ), with h = 0.02 and /j.t = 0.0025 is denoted by (- - - -), 
and with h = 0.01 and /j.t = 0.000625 is denoted by (--). 
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In the next experiment, we consider the Ginzburg-Landau equation sup

plemented with the initial condition 

u(x, 0) = u0 (x) =sin (
7
;

0
x) , (7.2.5) 

which was also considered in Elliott and Stuart (1993). The equation is 

posed on the interval n = (0, 20) with t:lt = 0.1 and h = 0.2. Figures 5-

8 show the evolution of interfaces starting from initial data corresponding 

to (7.2.5). Figure 5 shows the solution at times t = 0, 4, 10, 20,40 and 80 

for {3 = 1 x 107 being very large; this was chosen to replicate Elliott and 

Stuart's experiment results with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We found 

that u(O) = 7.0473 x 10-8 and u(20) = 7.0474 x 10-8 , i.e. u(O) = u(20) ~ 0. 

This means that the Dirichlet boundary conditions are successfully achieved 

by taking large values of {3. Moreover, the small timescale solutions are 

similar. However, rounding errors result in a different numerical solution, 

in particular, the numerical stationary solution appears to be the negative 

version of Elliott and Stuart's solution. Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8 show 

the solution at times t = 0, 4, 10 and 80 for {3 = 20, 2 and 0, respectively. 

In all figures, we notice that the interfaces propagate on short times such as 

t = 4. 

We also notice that in Figures 5-8 the growth of the approximate solutions, 

which initially were equal to 1 or less, never grew to exceed 1. 
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(b) 

os O.S 

-<>S -<>.S 

-1 

(d) 
1.s,--~~~~-~~~~~--, 

os 

0- - -
-<>.S -<>S 

-1 -1 

-<>.S -<>S 

-1 -1 

-Ls'--~-~~~~~-~~__j -1s'----~~~~-~~~~~---' 
0 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 0 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 

Figure 5: Numerical solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equation with Robin 
boundary conditions and {3 = 1 X 107. n = [0, 20] and u0 (x) =sin C;ox). For 
(a) t = 0, (b) t = 4, (c) t = 10 and (d) t = 20, (e) t = 40 and (f) t = 80. The 
implicit scheme is applied with tlt = 0.1 and h = 0.2. 
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Figure 6: Numerical solutions of the Ginzburg-Landau equation with Robin 
boundary conditions and f3 = 20. n = [0, 20] and u0 (x) =sin (1;;). For (a) 
t = 0, (b) t = 4, (c) t = 10 and (d) t = 80. The implicit scheme is applied 
with /:j.t = 0.1 and h = 0.2. 
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Figure 7: As in Figure 6 but for f3 = 2. 
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Figure 8: As in Figure 6 but for {3 0. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

Section 8.1: Summary 

We discussed the spectral theory of the Robin boundary value problem. It 

was shown using the Hilbert-Schmidt theorem that there is an orthonormal 

basis for £ 2 (0) and an orthogonal basis for H 1(0) consisting of eigenfunc

tions of the operator A = -~+I with the Robin boundary condition (see 

Chapter 2). This work is essential for constructing the Galerkin approxima

tions for the reaction-diffusion equations with the initial and Robin boundary 

conditions. 

In Chapter 3 a generalised class of nonlinear reaction-diffusion equations 

with initial and Robin boundary conditions has been studied. By using the 

Faedo-Galerkin method and the Alaoglu compactness theorem, we proved 

the existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence on initial data of weak 

solutions of the nonlinear reaction-diffusion problem with the paramet-

er s > 1. 

The regularity result of the elliptic boundary value problem with Robin 

boundary conditions was considered in Section 4.1 . This result and estimates 
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of weak solutions were used to prove the existence, uniqueness and continuous 

dependence on initial data of the strong solutions of the nonlinear reaction

diffusion problem (see Section 4.2). The difficulty in this chapter was to 

prove the existence of strong solutions when the initial data is in H 1(f'l). 

This forced us to restrict the values of the parameter s via the assumpt-

ion (S). 

The concept of finite element method and some necessary tools were given 

in Section 5.1 for analysing a semi and fully discrete approximation. In Sec

tion 5.2 the existence, uniqueness and stability estimates of the semi-discrete 

finite element approximation were proved in d :::::; 3 space dimensions. An 

error bound between the semi-discrete and continuous solutions was proved 

in Section 5.3, which is optimal in H 1 but sub-optimal in £ 2
. 

In Section 6.1 we proved the existence, uniqueness and stability estimates 

of a fully discrete finite element approximation. An error bound between 

the fully and semi discrete solutions was proved in Section 6.2, which is not 

optimal in the sense of L:l..t. 

The error bound between the fully discrete and continuous solutions was 

proved by combining the results of Theorem 5.3.2 and Theorem 6.2.1. This 

error bound was optimal in H 1 for the space step, and not optimal in H 1 for 

the time step. 
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An algorithm for computing the numerical solutions was given m Sec-

tion 7.1. We showed that the algorithm converges to the unique solution of 

the implicit scheme (see Theorem 7.1.2). Simulations in one space dimension 

were performed using the implicit scheme. 

Section 8.2: Future Work 

In this thesis we studied the scalar reaction-diffusion equations: 

au 
at- .6.u+ g(u) = 0, 

where the nonlinear reaction term g( u) is an odd polynomial satisfying the 

growth assumption. It would be possible to mimic this study to analyse the 

reaction-diffusion equations involving a vector function u = ( u 1 , · · · , Urn) E 

IRm. A particular example is the coupled pair of the standard predator-prey 

equations: 

au 2) 2) at = .6. u + ( 1 - r u - ( w0 - w1 r v , 

av ( 2) 2 Bt = .6.v + Wo- WIT U + (1- r )v, 

with r 2 = u2 + v2 , wi > 0, and the Robin boundary conditions. Analysing 

this example is recommended for future work. 
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We could relax the condition of the nonlinear term g(u) by making further 

assumptions on it such as 

{81) g(-) E C2 (IR, IR) and g(O) = 0, 

{82) 3u > 0 such that g(r)/r > 0\fr: lrl > u, 

{83) G"(u) 2: -Cc where G(u) = J g(u)du, 

along with the growth equation (1.1.3) (see, e.g., Elliott and Stuart (1993)). 

A canonical example of a function with such assumptions is g( u) = u3 -u. We 

could also investigate the Fisher's equation with an appropriate modification. 

In the thesis we showed that all results hold for an open bounded convex 

domain n, which has a Lipschitz continuous boundary an. Noting that some 

results still hold for an open bounded (not necessarily convex) domain with 

a Lipschitz continuous boundary an (i.e. with an E C0•1 ). For instance, the 

results of Theorem 3.1.1 holds if the open bounded domain has a Lipschitz 

continuous boundary. However, the regularity results of Chapter 4 require 

that the domain n be a bounded convex, which can be approximated by 

domains with C 2 boundaries (see Lemma 4.1.2). The question is "can we 

approximate a non-convex domain by domains with C 2 boundaries?". We 

leave this for future work. 
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The error bound between the fully and semi discrete solutions would be 

optimal if it were 0(.6.t2), but we do not have the necessary stability to 

achieve this. However, it might be possible to make the error bound optimal 

as in Barrett and Blowey (2001), and we leave this for future work. 
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Appendix 

In this appendix we present some definitions and well know theorems that 

are related to the work in this thesis. Theorem A.O.l (Riesz Represen

tation theorem) 

Let H be a Hilbert space with inner product(·, ·)H. Let H' be the dual space 

of H. Then the two spaces are isometrically isomorphic. Moreover, any con

tinuous linear functional L E H' acting on H can be represented uniquely 

as 

L(v) = (u, v) Vv EH, 

for some u E H. Furthermore, we have 

According to the Riesz Representation Theorem, there is a natural isom

etry between H and H' 

u E H +----7 Lu E H' . 
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For this reason, H and H' are often identified. For example, we can write 

Hm(n) ~ s-m(n) (although they are completely different Hilbert spaces). 

This theorem and its proof can be found in several books, see, e.g, Brenner 

and Scott (2002), pp. 55 - 56. 

Theorem A.0.2 (The Lax-Milgram lemma) 

Let V be a Hilbert space. If a(·, ·) is a bounded and coercive bilinear form 

on V x V, and L is a bounded linear functional on V, then there exists a 

unique u E V such that 

a(u, v) = L(v) = (L, v)V',V \fv E V, 

(see, e.g., Ciarlet (1978), p.8). In addition, we have from the coercivity 

condition that 
1 

llvllv :::; -IILIIv', a 

where a> 0 is the coercivity constant. 

This theorem is a generalization of the Riesz Representation theorem since 

the Lax-Milgram lemma holds in symmetric and non-symmetric bilinear 

forms whereas the Riesz Representation theorem holds only in symmetric 

ones. For the proof, we refer to a standard text on functional analysis. 
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Theorem A.0.3 (Hilbert-Schmidt theorem) 

Let H be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and let L : H ----+ H be 

a compact, self-adjoint operator. Then there is a sequence of non-zero real 

eigenvalues { zi}~ 1 of L such that 

and 

lim f.1i = 0. 
i--+oo 

Furthermore, if each eigenvalue of L is repeated in the sequence according to 

its multiplicity, then there exists an orthonormal set { zi}~ 1 of corresponding 

eigenfunctions, i.e. 

Moreover, the functions zi form an orthonormal basis for the range of L and 

L can be written as 

00 

Lu = L f.1i(zi, u)zi for all u E H 
i=l 

(see Renardy and Rogers (1993), pp.267-268, Robinson (2001), pp. 75-76). 

Definition A.0.4 (a Lipschitz condition) 
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A real valued function f defined on a subset U of the Euclidean spaces 

is called Lipschitz continuous or is said to satisfy a Lipschitz condition 

if there exists a constant C 2 0 such that 

where 11 · 11 denotes the Eucliden norm in JRm. The smallest such C is called 

the Lipschitz constant of the function f (See Zenisek (1990), p. 4.) 

The function is called locally Lipschitz continuous if for every u in U 

there exists a convex compact subset V of the domain U so that f restricted 

to V is Lipschitz continuous. A continuously differentiable function g is Lip-

schitz continuous (with C = sup lg'(x)l ) if it has bounded first derivative. 

Thus any C 1 function is locally Lipschitz, as continuous functions on a lo-

cally compact space are locally bounded (Arnol'd (1992), pp.272-273). 

Theorem A.0.5 (Green's identity) 

Let n c ]Rn be a bounded Lipschitz domain. If u E H 2(0) and V E H 1(0), 

then 

f !:1uvdx =- f Vu. 'Vvdx + f aau vda, 
ln ln lan n 
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where n is the outward unit normal to an (see, for example, Rodrigues 

(1987), p. 76). 

Theorem A.0.6 (Sobolev spaces results) 

The Sobolev spaces wm,P(fl), mEN, associated with the appropriate norms 

satisfy the following: 

(i) wm,P(f'l), 1 :S; p :S; oo is a Banach space (Renardy and Rogers (1993), 

p.206). 

(ii) If 1 :S; p < oo, then wm,P(f'l) is separable (Renardy and Rogers (1993), 

p.206, Adams (1975), p.47). 

(iii) If 1 < p < oo, then wm,p(rt) is reflexive (Adams (1975), p.47). 

Definition A.O. 7 (Continuous/Compact embedding) 

We say that the normed vector space X has continuous embedding into the 

normed vector space Y, if 

(i) X is a vector subspace of Y, and 

(ii) the identity operator I defined on X into Y by Ix = x for all x EX is 

continuous. 
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By the compact embedding we mean that the identity operator I is corn-

pact. (see Adams (1975), p.9). 

Theorem A.0.7 (Sobolev embedding theorems) 

Let S1 C JR.d be bounded with Lipschitz boundary, m E N and p E [1, oo]. 

Then, the following mappings represent continuous embeddings 

(i) _!_ = ! - '!!! if m < 1:. 
~ p d' p' 

(ii) qE [1,oo), ifm= g, 

(iii) if 1:. <m< 1:. + 1 
p p ' 

(iv) wm,P(fl) ~ C0•a(f2), 0 < Q: < 1, if m= g + 1, 

(v) 

For proofs we refer to Adams (1975), Chapter 5. 

if m> 1:. + 1. 
p 

More general is the Sobolev embedding theorem: 

with k < m and q > p (See Brenner and Scott (2002), p. 32). In this thesis, 

we will also take advantage of compact embeddings of Sobolev spaces: 
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Theorem A.0.8 (Kondrasov embedding theorems) 

Let 0 c JR.d be bounded with Lipschitz boundary, m E N and p E [1, oo]. 

Then, the following mappings are compact embeddings 

(i) wm,p(O) -----+ Lq(O) 1 < q < p' ..l = .! - !!:! if m< g_' ' - - 'p' p d' p 

(ii) 

(iii) wm,p(O) -----+ C0 (0), 

qE [1,oo), ifm= ~' 

if m> g_' 
p 

(see Adams (1975), Chapter 6). 

Theorem A.0.9 (Trace embedding theorems) 

Let 0 c JR.d be a bounded domain, an is C 1, and 1 ::; p < oo. Then there 

exists a bounded linear operator 

such that 

/U = ulan if u E W 1·P(f2) n C(O), 

and 

for each u E W 1·P(f2) with the associated norm 11 · ll 1,p, and the constant C 

depending only on p and 0. (See Evans (1998), pp. 257-261). 
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Theorem A.O.lO (Sobolev extension theorem) 

Let 0 c JRd be bounded with Lipschitz boundary, m E N, and p E [1, oo]. 

Then, there exists a bounded linear extension operator E : wm,p(O) -+ 

wm,P(JRd), i.e., Euln = u for all u E wm,p(O) and there exists a constant 

C 2:: 0 such that for all u E Wm,p(O) 

This result is proved, e.g., in Stein (1970). 

Moreover, if u E wm,P(JRd), 1 :::; p :::; oo, then for any domain n c JRd the 

natural restriction Ru of u to n 

Ru(x) :____: u(x) for a.e. X E 0 

is well-defined in wm,p(O). However, it is in general not possible to contin

uously extend a function u E Wm,p(O) to a function in Wm·P(JRd) when 0 

does not have a Lipschitz boundary. 

Theorem A.O.ll (Time-Dependent Sobolev spaces results) 
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Let X and Y be Banach spaces. The time-dependent Sobolev spaces V(O, T; X) 

with appropriate norms satisfy 

(i) LP(O, T;X), (1:::; p:::; oo), is a Banach space. 

(ii) V(O, T; X), (1:::; p < oo), is separable if and only if X is separable. 

(iii) V(O, T;X), (1 < p < oo), is reflexive if X is reflexive. 

(iv) If X is a reflexive (or separable) Banach space and ( 1 :::; p < oo) then 

[V(O, T; X)]'"' V' (0, T; X') where ~ + /7 = 1 and the symbol ""'" means " 

isometrically isomorphic" . 

(v) The continuous injection X '--+ Y implies Lq(O, T; X) '--+ V(O, T; Y) 

if 1 :::; p :::; q :::; 00. 

These results are collected from Zenisek (1990), Kreyszig (1978) and Malek (1996), and 

they were summarised in Garvie's thesis, p.133. 

Theorem A.0.12 (Alaoglu compactness theorem) 

(i) Suppose X is a separable Banach space and let {Jk} be a bounded 

sequence in the dual space X'. Then Jk has a subsequence that is weak* 

convergent in X' (See, e.g., Robinson (2001), p.105). 
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(ii) Suppose X is a reflexive Banach space and let { xk} be a bounded se

quence in X. Then xk has a subsequence that converges weakly in X (See, 

e.g., Robinson (2001), p.106). 

Theorem A.0.13 (Picard's existence theorem: local existence) 

Consider the initial value problem: 

y'(t) = j(t, y(t)), y(to) = Yo, t E [to- a, to+ a]. 

Suppose j(t, y(t)) is bounded, Lipschitz continuous in y, and continuous in t. 

Then, for some value c > 0, there exists a unique solution y(t) to the initial 

value problem within the range [to- c:, t0 + c:]. 

Theorem A.0.14 (Gronwalllemma: differential for:in) 

Let y, h, g be three locally integrable functions on ]t0 , +oo( that satisfy 

dy 
dt ::;; g(t)y + h(t) for t ~ t0 • 

Then, 

y(t) ::;; y(to) exp (lot g(T)dT) +lot h(s) exp ( -18 

g(T)dT) ds, 
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(see Temam (1997), p. 90). 

In particular, if g = -1, h(t) = C- f(t), where C is a constant and f(t) 

is a non-negative function, and 

dy 
dt ::; -y + C- f(t) a.e. in [0, T], 

then 

y(T) + 1T et-T f(t)dt ::; y(O)e-T + C(1- e-T). 

Since et-T ;:::-: e-T for all t E [0, T] we have 

y(T) +e-T 1T f(t)dt ::; y(O)e-T + C(1 -e-T). 

Note that, in the thesis, we have often used the last inequality. For more 

general result of Gronwall's lemma the reader may refer to Emmrich's paper 

(1999), p.7. Moreover, the auther gave many versions of the Gronwalllemma 

in that paper. 

Definition A.0.15 (Strong convergence) 

Let X be a normed vector space. Then Xn ~ x in X means that a sequence 

{ xn} converges strongly to an element x in X. This type of convergence is 

also called norm convergence. Note that we use "~" to denote strong con-
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vergence. 

Definition A.0.16 (Weak convergence) 

Let X be a Banach space. Then Xn ---'" x in X means that a sequence { Xn} 

converges weakly toxin X if f(xn) converges to f(x) for every f EX'. Note 

that we use "---'"" to denote weak convergence. 

Definition A.0.17 (Weak* convergence) 

Let X be a Banach space. Then fn ~fin X' means that a sequence {fn} 

converges weakly* to fin X' if f(xn) converges to f(x) for every x EX. 

Theorem A.0.18 (Weak and Weak* convergence results) 

Let X be a Banach space and X' its dual. Let { Xn} be a sequence in X and 

{fn} a sequence in X'. Then 

(i) Xn---'" x in X if and only if (!, Xn) ~ (!, x) V f EX'. 

(ii) fn ~fin X' if and only if Un, x) ~ (!, x) Vx EX. 

(iii) Xn ~ x (strong) implies Xn ---'" x (weak). 
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(iv) If Xn--' x in X, then llxnllx is bounded and llxllx < liminf llxnllx-

(v) The weak and strong convergences are equivalent in finite dimensions. 

For the above results we refer to Rodrigues (1987), pp. 55-56. 

(vi) The weak and weak* limits are unique (see, e.g., Renardy and Rogers 

(1993), p. 203). 

Theorem A.0.19 

Let n be a bounded open subset ofll.~n with C 2 boundary, and let V E H 1(rl)n. 

Then, we have 

f I . 12 ~ f avi avj ( ( )) 
}, d1vv dx- L Jo ax- ax- dx = -2 Vy, 'Vr v · n 

rl i,j=l rl J t 

- r { B(vr, Vy) + (trB)[v. n] 2
} da' lao (A.7.17) 

where v · n is the component of v in the direction of n while we denote by vr 

the projection ofv on the tangent hyperplane to afl (i.e. Vy =V- (v·n) ·n). 

In the same way, we denote by \IT the projection of the gradient operator 
au 

on the tangent hyperplane (i.e. 'Vru = 'Vu- an · n). Here B is a bilinear 

form 
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where f;, and rJ are the tangent vectors to an, whose components are { 6) ... ) l;,n-1} 

and { ry1 , · · · , fJn- 1}, respectively, in the basis (the unit tangent vectors) { T 1 , · · · , Tn-l} 

and the arc lengths { s1, · · · , sn-l}. In other words, 

an 
B ( ~;,, rJ) = ~ at; . rJ 

where a I at; denotes differentiation in the direction of f;,. The trace of the 

bilinear form above, tr B, is as follows 

n-1 
tr B = - L :;. · TJ . 

j=1 J 

Note that a convex domain can be approximated by sequences of domains 

with a C 2 boundary. Such domains with a C 2 boundary give the definition 

of the bilinear B to be negative, i.e. B(f;,, rJ) = -~~ · rJ (see Grisvard (1985), 

pp.132-138). 
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